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VERY CRAVE

HORRIBLE DEED WAR ON ROADS I AN ACTRESS

VOL 22, NO. 251

HESS CONE

REVENUE BILL

Becomes Situation Again Of a Woman Who Was Evi- Cummins Throws Down
the She Was C4rr1ed Home Dead'Departea
faast Evening With Insurance Men
at Algedras.
dently Demented.
Not SatisGauntlet to Corporations
In a Cab.
•
Wife 1.1o. 3.
• fied With Section of it.
•
•
•••••••••••••••11411•11101••••

GERMANY'S REJECTION OF

FRANCE'S PROPOSITION.

'Leaves
to

France

No

Terminate

Coursc
Private

Negotiations.
5.

THREW HER CHILDREN

FROM OCEAN STEAMER.

ESPECIALLY THE RAILWAYS
OBJECT TO HIS ATTACKS.

NEW YORK POLICE
, MYSTIFIED BY MURDER

put Left note Saying She Feared Insan- Maps Out Progr
amme in Announce- Murder Mystery With Some
ity and Could Not Leave
ment of His Candithe Features of the PatterChildren.
dacy,
son Case,

PRESENCE OF WIFE ONE
SEEMS COUNTY UNIT BILL
,CAUSES HIM TO
VAhiOSE.
IS UP
AGAINST
IT

of Has
Been
the

Before
Past

the

Public

Three

for Rectifiers
Every

Must Pay
Gallon

License
of

Years,

on

Stuff

They Make,
PROBABLE WITHDRAWAL OF FOLLOWS CHILDREN
FRANCE PROM CONFERENCE

TO WATERY GRAVE.

Wd10 SHALL REGULATE,
PEOPLE OR THE TRUSTS?

VICTIM

WAS 111111MBER

OF "CHILD WIFE" COMPANY

LOCKED UP HIS HOME
SENATOR BENNETT GOES
AND TAKES THIRD WIFE
.
AFTER THE CORPORATIONS

Paris, Feb. 2/O.—Germany's rejec- , Falls River, Mass., Feb. 30.—The
Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 20.—GovNew York, Feb. ace—A murder
tion of France's proposal at Al- officers of the steamer Plymouth of ernor A. R. Cummi
Dr. H. T. Hessig left this city last
ns in making his snystery with some
features not un- evening
Frankfort, Ky., Feb.- ao.—insurgeciras that the proposed Moroccan the Fall River line, found a part of formal announcement of his candiat 6 o'clock, accompanied by
like the famous Nan Patterson case his
a woman's wearing apparel and a dacy for a third
ance
third wife, and before departing,
men were as thick as bees in
term as governor topolice system shalt be French and,
note saying that she had rlwrwn her day threw down
the gauntlet to the of two years ago is engaging the at- announced that he intended locating Frankfort, and the main object
Spanish has given renewed gravity three childre overbo
of
n
ard and was corporations and will base
his cam- tention of the police today. As in in Mtexico, or New Mexico. Yester- their attack seemed to
to the Franco-German situation. It about to follow them /herself, in a paign upon
be
upon
a
secday he
a fight principally against the crime which cost Caesaa
Young Collins sold his horse to Chief James tion of the new revenue and taxatio
is officially • announced that
Ger- state-room just after the steamer left the railroads.
n
, of the police force, disposed
Governer Cummins histAkiife and Nan
Patterson, an ac- of much
b11,
which
many's action leaves France no Newport on her trip from New York this afternoon issued the following
provid
es
not
other
only
of
that
his
a
goods, locked
tress, more than a year of her lib- up
course but to terminate dip private to this city today. The officers, on statement:
the house he occupied at Eighth tax of $2 on each Poo worth of pre.m
"You have twice honored me with erty, a cab and a woman of the stage and Jackson streets, and
negotiations and appeal to the judg- the arrival of the boat here, turned
left with iums collected -by companies doing
ment of the world before the open the case over to the police, and pend the offi-e of governor. In seekireg a are the principal features in the mys- his wife, who was formerly Essie
ing investigation, declined to give third nomination it
business in the state be paid into the,conference.
is due to you that tery of tquay. Inc woman. Gussie Graham.
state
treasury, but that in..case the.
I shall state with the most frank- Hart, was the
This decision suspends the meet- names contained in the note.
Yester
day
on
announ
cing that he
victim, .and the carAgent Bushey, of else Falls River ness the reasons for my candidacy.
ings between M. Revoil, president of
riage, according to the theory of the intended to leave for other fields he companies should either be forced to
the French Mission at Algeciras, and line in this city, says that a woman
police, was the scene of her dentist was asked what he intended doing leave the state or should withdraW or
Greatest Issue Since War.
Herr Von Radowitch, president of and three children who were on the
Several persons who are though to about cotapromising the bankruptcy their own accord a similar tax should
"The effort on the part of our govthe German delegation at which they Plymouth when it left New York,
know something of the manner in proceedings against him in the courts, be placed on the preNniums being
paid
and he replied that he did no intend by those
have been seeking to find an accord. were missing when the steamer ar- ernment, national and state, to curb which the woman was killed have
policy holders residing in
disthe
growin
g
rived
power,
here.
abolish the evil appeared.
staying here to wind up the matter, Kentucky.
The neutral powers, including the
The woman who threw her three practices and regulate the manageUnited States, strongly approved of
The first intimation that a crime now that there has returned from
The insurance men claim that it
these private exchanges as being the children overboard and committed ment of corporations has created the had been committed came
New York his first wife, who had would be
impossible to collect suck
to
the
most
vital issue since the civil war. police
best means of avoiding as open dis- suicide, is believed to have been Mrs.
when a physician notified them trouble last week with his third wife. a tax if the company should withIt
has
been
John
establi
Waters
shed
abunda
,
by
of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
cussion of the controversy.
who was fined in the police court draw from the
nt that he had been called
to the house
state, as suits would
a daughter of Capt. Jas. Brady, col- experience that if railway companies of 26t
Monday morning by Judge Sanders have to be brough
West
Thirty
-eight
h
t in the home state
street,
to
Reach Deadlock.
lector of the Port of Fall River. Mrs. are permitted so to do they will con- attend a woman
t
he
sum of $10.
of the company, and that should such
and
found
her
dead.
solidat
e
to
destroy competition, they Her skull
WI
Hessig has been before the public a law be enacte
The failure to agree and- France's Waters and her husband recently re- will
had been fractured. Miss
d in other states
issue unlimited quantities of Hart
determination to end the private ne- moved to Brooklyn from Chicago.
has been appearing in the for the past few years in amannernot which would make it very hard on
stocks
and
bonds,
simply to make the "Child Wife" in
gotiations. brings- the parties to a She was said to be suffering from people
a theater in this envied by others, and he yesterday tbe Kentucky insurance companies.
pair dividends upon them; city, and
deadlock. This promises to result in mental trouble for some time past.
had
theatri
One insurance man went so far as
cal engagements expressed satisfaction in finally seekAmong the letters left by the wo- they will charge excessive rates; they here until May 6
ing other fields. He was undecided to el.clare
a prolonged crisis, in which each
next.
that should such a law be
will give rebates to favored shippers
The police were unable to learn as to whether' he ,avould ever come enacted a great many of the comside maintains the positions which it man was one addressed to John W. and
unjustl
y
discrim
Waters
inate
, tyo Broadway, New York.
between where she was from the
took up before the open conference.
panies would withdraw from the
S.
time she left back again.
The state-room occupied by the localities and kinds of traffic. It is the theater last night
Hie has been trying to compromise state at once
The sentiment in official circles is
until
several
in Order to escape its
likewise known that if industrial and
hours later, when a cab stopped be- his bankruptcy litigation, and the operation, while others xpressed
that Germany's reply tends to de- woman was ertga,ged in New York manufa
the
cturin
g companies be let alone fore the house,
stroy the usefulness of the conference under the name of B. T. Allen. She they
where she roomed. creditors had agreed to it, but since view that such a course would hardwill
form
monopo
is
lies,
describ
restrai
the
n
ed
as being about an years
appearance of his first wife here ly be adopted
in West Thiety-eigivrh street. Then
by making an agreement impossible.
on account of the fact,
trade, ruin rivals and inflict the most
they say two men took her from the he has been enticing arrangements that the companies which intend
Reports are in circulation to the saki and was well dressed. The three grievo
ed to
us
injusti
ce
upon
the
childre
to
approinclud
n
leave.
ed
a girl about 8 years
. ocab end carried her into the house,
effect that France intends to withkeep up their business in the state
tected public.
of
age
and
two
smalle
childre
r
n,
beand
a
few
draw from the conference, but they
minutes later the physician
would not b affected by the law un.
"We are attempting to compef
Was called. He was told *hat
less their charter should be revoked
are not confirmed. It is expected hoved to be boys, one a nursing in- these
a
corporations to conduct them- cute
fant.
for some violation of the state laws.
that the strained situation will have
was ill. Wh
he reached
The letters found apparcntly were selves uprightly and to be fair, square
lir the effect of renewing the alarmist
r
m
he
found
which, of course, they would avoid.
t
wo
women
,
and
and decent.
threernen at the bedside. Hiss flart war reports and of arousing public intended for the woman's husband, "In this
.
situation the corporations was
one asking forgiveness and saying
apprehension.
tad.
•
County 14t Bill.
A,
that she had worried so much that have concluded first that they will de- *qu i nithed Whe_ti
ADM11411k"
at once, rerhed the
ItiOlitfi
er
tOR
day has passed without
RU
feat
every
regulation that can be de- roorn, hone
she feared insanity and could not
r•
nf the watcbers
beirrapnig any success to the efforts
EFFECT IT MAY HAVE
leave the children. The other was feated; second, that if they, must be The body of tie worrani remained. DOLPH TAKES CIII1RGE OF
being made to seem" a compromise
, with the
OF FRENCH PUBLIC. in the nature of a will. One of the regulated they will be regulated by head terribly battered, was lying unne
the "county milt" bill, and matNOAH
CATH
EY.
missives was written On a part of an their friends and. their campaign is distorbedo on the bed and
are looking exceedingly squally.
the
/Nails
to
secure
contro
l
of
the legislature along the stairway,
Algeciras, Feb. art,-The German envelope, the other on a piece of
ouglr
up
which
the compromise advocates
it
had
arof
executive power.
,-reply of nonposatimus to the French wrapping paper. The note in the
been .carried, were smeared with Damag
maintain that their efforts- in
e
&zit
Agalm
tehko
pf Colla
roposals for policing Morocco has envelope read:
blood. The police are n
s direction will be successful. To.
Wealth Has Solid Front.
•eaused a feeling of disappointment
ing for the cab; and for heseartcwhofurther
Factor
y
complicate matters, the re"Dear Husband—Forgtve this trou
Will
Be
Taken
to
"Closely bound together, no,t only men who
rather than despair. All neutral delecarried the w
publicans, at their caucus, agreed to
ble. I have nearly broken my heart. in sympathy but in
n's
body
interest, aee cor- to 'her room.
gates regard the French proposals as
Hig
.heri Courts.
"stand pat" on the bill ask now
Dees John, forgive me for causing porations which repres
ent more than
reasonable, and a great majority of you
Miss
Hart
told
drawn up. lase extreme opponents
the
landla
dy of her
this sorrow, but I could not lire one-fourth of the aggreg
ate wealth boarding house a few
them are strictly just., Hitherto it and
of the bill declare tley will not acdays ago that
I could not leave our children. of the nation; they move
with abso- her family resided in Washin
was considered that Germany was
As the result of cruel fate killing cept any compienniee that dots not
I have worried so much I fear insan- lute unanimity and they
gton.
have an orholdind out pending a fuller explana- ity
Mrs. William King at yesterday's
and I could not leave the chil- ganization as perfect
his'-father and mother, Noah exempt fifth clan cities from the oploth
as minty and lesion -told a remarkable
tion, or a 'fuller guarantee at worst, dren."
eration of the law, as well as first,
story. She Cathey
skill
can
make
it;
they
will have another to take second,
haVe innum- said that she, Walter and
:and that cher obstinacy was affected
third and fourth class, and
Mrs. WalThe letter which disposes of the erable avenues of approa
ch to the ter went for a ride on
in the interests of diplomacy. Now woman'
the steamer charge of him on account of he being the "county unit" men maintain that
s personal property contained selfishness of mankind; they
know
the impression. whish was largely the name
of John W. Waters, leo how to fight and they are willing to "Hiawatha," and while .they sat on a minQr, so he can continue prosecut- this is beyond all reason and wil
felt at the beginning of the crisis, Broadw
ay, New York. Various trink- fight. They have fotight luccess the deck near the rail Walter drew ing the suit he has taken to the not be accepted.
though it had since been almost dis- ets
- his blackjack from his pocket and
and articles of wearing apparel fully; they are fighting now
appellate bench through his lawyers,
in this threw it overhoardla saying:
sipated, that Germany . had ulterior were
Revenue and Taxation Changes.
"Dead Hendri
disposed of in the hurriedly state a desperate battle to retain
ck, Miller & Marble. The sad
their
motives, in fact a deliberate inten- written will.
men tell no tales." Later, said the
In the new revenue and taxation
power
and
prestig
e anil the question
part of the incident is that his par- bill
tion of disturbing the world's peace, Persons
the license tax to be collected an
occupying state-rooms that concerns you more deeply than witnass, Walter came to her house ents both sMed
is taking shape. against however rethis month, the father the capital stock of
and
Said:
"I
killed
Joseph
Garr,
nearby heard one of the children cry- any other is, will they win?
but passing away
all corporations
just eight days after doing business
peated declarations which the german
I didn't mean to do it. I hit him
in the state, based ow
ing aboot midnight. From that time
"The mask has been moved froth titre
the
Mother
,
both
of
delerates *vie snack of the honesty until
pneumo
nia.
times too many."
the proportion of .tilel‘AnItal investabolit 3:3o a. m., When the fact the issue and it is now plain; who
The lad is about fourteen years ed in
of their° intenticms, Tins makes it
then told the woman that if
Kentucky, is paced at onewas discovered that the state-room shall be masters, the corporations that
difficult to believe diet they are not
he 14d to-face trial she must testify of kge and year before last while em- fortieth of i per cent., as at first.
was unoccupied, no other disturb- are to be regulated or the people
ployed
in that Ser own husband,
at the Rehkopf collar factory, The substitute
A Wit
sincere.
William King,
anee was heard.
also
tains an en;lc arli
t
whose name the ,regulation is to be kille
Garr hi order to avenge im- on Kentucky avenue near Third tirely new section regarding the liftimposed?
street,
he
was caught in some shaft- ing of Eastern Kentuc
pro
relations between Mil. King
ky land grants
and 'arr. The witness said she re- ing and his body was bein whirled for taxation, as well as the new secSTUDENTS FIGHT
around and around against the floor tion
DUEL. fuse and waiter seid
prepared some time ago in refhe would brain
-her
she diselosed the facts. She when others found him and released erence to revenue agents. It also
Frenchmen at University of Pennthe lad who was seriously injured. contains
'4:44'41a sitostioierprondsed not to tell.
---the section requiring a liWither
said he would give the wit- many bones being broken. He laid cense tax of.s
sylvania Settle Difference.'
cents a gallon on
Kalamazoo, Mich, Feb. 17, 1906.
ness a diamond ring and support her up at home for many weeks but on rectified whisky, as provided under
Mr.
recovering sued Rehicopf through his the bill,th
Philadelphia, Feb. ‘20.-•Twe `xtud; if she would do as he demanded.
anded in by the committee
Piehtaah,
father, J. A. Cathey. It was neces- in the house
cots of the University of Penn.
this morning.
• Dancing Master Arrested.
sary. for the father to qualify as
Dear Sir—Your letter oCtite tath inst., addres
sylvania, whose homes are in Paris,
sed to the
Mayor, relative to ymunidpar lighting, has been
guardian of the boy and bring the Second
today fought a- direl on Franklin field
handed to me for
Reading Anti-Cigarette Bill.
Later the police arrested Edward suit
answer, and I take pleasure its giving you the follow
in this manner, because a minor
Among tire bills given their second
with
half.inch point foils, to settle a Murphy, a dancing master, who said
ing data,
Which I trust will be of value to you:
reading were the following. Exemptdispute which occurred in the class that he ,was with Gussie Hart last cannot sue in his own name.
When the damage sttit was tried ing fraternal orders from
COO of lighting .01W, li6o,000. Plant consists of one large
Mont
the opera,
night and that he called the doctor. severa
l weeks ago Rehkopf won, but tier? of the insurance laws;
brick building, with coal shed and boiler room
The principals were Georges Emile Mlurphy said that he went with Miss
the antiattached. Equipan
appeal
taken
is
to the higher court cigarette bill, ind the bill provid
ment consiawiat en* 'est H. P. compound engine
T. iteltrami and Clataire
Mane }hilt and another actress about mid- -by the
ing
and one of 230
boy's lawyers. Now as both for the regular platting of
H. P.; trree iSterling boilers of aggregate soo
Boudy. The meeting was Witnessed night last night to the Little Savoy,
streets in
H. P.; 340 enfather
anci
mother
this
have
died
closed arc lamp, distributed in four circuits, one circuit
suburbs of cities of the first class..
by thirty-five students. Pierre/ Jeao a cafe and saloon at 26q West Thirtyof Tao
lamps running all night the year around, one circuit
An effort to delay the reading a
Roueset, another I French student, fifth street. They renxiined there, morning Public Administrator Felix
running until
it
G. Rudolph will qualify as guardian the bill failed,
2 a m, retry night, and two circuit
acted
as
referee
and Clerk Stone plung
.
drinkin
s running on the "Philadelg, some time, he said, Miss at request of the boy, so
litigat
the
ion
ed
phia%moonlight schedule; Ove generators—three co-ligh
bravely
into
The bout lasted fifteen minutes. Hart taking only soft drinks. She
his enormous task'
t Wood
ten be continued,
arc and two 28o-light Western Electric.
T^ward the end of the affair Bond*, was the first one to propose leaving
'
Mk-.
Mrs.
and
Catbey left a family
wl did the most damage and who tilt place, and as he was leaving
After Corporations."
We burn Pocahontas mine run coal, costing in the bin
$3.4o
In the senate Mr.-Bennett offered
was :he only one to bring blood. Minnhy said she fell a flight of twen- of seven small children, only one or
per 2,000-lb ton, the aggregate consumption
two being older than Noah.
being two tons per 24
a joint resolution directing .linttiattarMashed Beltrand'a sword forearm, in. ty steps. She warounconscious
hours
when
The lad claims it was neglect on ney genera
flicting a gash about four inches he reached her. *Alsisted by waiters
l to institute suite against
Total operating expenses for loos. includillt
salaries, fuel,
long. The referee, however, awarded he carried Miss Hart to a cab and part- of Rehkopf in letting the- ma- all corporations, turnpike 'Nide, railoil, repairs to lines and plant, installing ten
chiner
y remain in its inferior condi- toad, water,
new lamps, and inthe bout to Beltrami, inasmuch as he took iisr to her room.
gas, electriei light or
cidentals, was I15,000, or approximately Ito per
tion that caused him to get caught power
lamp.
had
companies,.that may have en-et
male
the
first
three
touches %KIP
At the time the city voted to establish a
police
The
'detain
,witne
ed
sses
as
a
and
injured
.
•
plant we
tered into conspiracies. or tombiesthis opponent's body.
were paying under contract $83. per lamp! municipal
cokeed waiter at Little Savoy and a
tions in restraint of tilt& or to creboarder at the house is West ThirtyVery respectfully,
D. R. E., Hearne yesterldiy went ate a monop
Mr Will V. Green of Pett4e's boat eighth street, where Miss Hart lived,
oly or whose ebariffrs
to Lebanon, Tenn., where he was have
HARRY W. BUSH, City Clerk.
_atpre, has gone for a trip through who is laidlo have tkjii her
expired, had to have the soma
brought callsa by the serious illness of his
Wlest Kentucky.
home,
father,*
0.
(Continued on pyre fira.1
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KALAMAZOO, MICH„ LIGHTS COST $40,00 PER YEAR
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LOST

Stages Yesterday.

I IheV of both these boats. They finished
bearing the evidence by sate in the
PaVilt. Bush, of Stnithland, ar- afternoon, but Mr. MIclkinald said
rived in the city yesterday.
last evening they would not render J. C.
PORTER

get rid of it, and advocates the •gislative authorities changing the
dinance so that when any plum r or
other wants to excavate they -vat just
have 'to give bond, guaranteeing they
BROWN
HELD
GRAND SECOND HEARING IN CASE will -put the street or alleyway back
TO
ist as'Jgood condition as when they
WHERE HACK WAS DEJURY
JUDGE
BY
found it before being torn up. By
just executing this this.bond it would
MOLISHED.
SANDERS.
be as binding, and then in addition
relieve the treasurer of-all the trouble
of looking after the money, some of
Riley Swift Will Have to Keep His There Was Stricken From the Dockwhich now in his -hands has been on
deposit for over a year.
et the Litigation of Butler vs.
Family Provided, or Pay

CLOTHING THIEF GETS'NEW TRIAL

M9THER
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Physicians Advise

•
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•
5

convalescents and all who need Strength and
Health to take the ideal Food Drink,

•5
5
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Wormstead.

Ssoo Bond.

SALARY SPURNED BY MAYOR.

#•
•

•
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In the circuit court there has been Executive of Portage, Wis., ReOver to the grand jury in $300
01
fused to Accept Pay for
Ale
bond, was yesterday morning in the lodged the mandate of the apellate
Services.
1
police court held George Brown, bench wherein that tribunal re.ersed
ses
colored, who is chargedS'v,ifft stealing the' local Circuit court in'the suit Of
.•
TRADE MASK.
Portage, Wit., Feb. an.—Mayor
some suits of clothing from the de- the Palmer Transfer company against
,
Alois
.Zienert,
banker,
manufacturer
For
it
the
Wallerstein
contains
i'aducah
Bros.
Railway and- Light comthe great building and health
livery wagon of
•0
several weeks ago while the driver pany. The reversal orders a new and philanthropist, 'has refused to acproducing
properties
the system demands.
was away from the vehicle making trial of the litigation 'here. One day cept his salary of $600 for the last 10
That's
why
the
most
successful
doctors prescribe
year's'
services
to
the
'He
decity.
a delivery of bundles to a home, on a hack belonging to the transfer con,
•0
Malt-Nutnne in their practice—that's why their
pany was crashed into by a car on clares that in a city the size of Port
Washington street.
•
Continuances luntil nkxt MOnday Sixth street between Mtmroe and age, where the office is hardly more lb 0
patients recover so quickly and so surely.
than
honorary, a citizen who is
Chambers, Madison, and smashed to pieces. 'the
were given Harrison
5, •
Malt-Nutrine is the perfect, predigested toed in liquid form.
Alonzo Cald-well, Allen 'Pepper and transfer c• ipany claims it was worth the honor of election should .5
Sold by all druggists and grocers.
are through fault of the car company's be sufficiently public spirited to give
Walter Boyd, colored, who
charged with engaging in a genera' motorman that the mishap occurred his services to the city.
Prepared by
I
tight last Saturday night at the home and filed suit for damages. The deAnheuser.Busch Brewing Assin
of Miattie Pepper, negress, in the fendant won at the hearing in the
•
St. Louis. UA S. A.
alley behind Tate's grocery, at I ,th circuit court, but the plaintiff took
During the the action to the appellate bench,
and Jefferson streets.
•
• ••
• •• •• /IP
0
, • 41•M•
•••
tight Caldwell got his eye knocked which now reverses the lower tribu•,•
‘...
•
• ••• • •••
• • •••
Gib
.
. ••• • .• •
aso
; T.)
-5 • 41
•••
out, and his condition will not per- nal and directs that a new hearing
J.
C.
HENRY
BIT
BY THE 1
mit of his attendance at court now, be given.
animal developing madness, also bit
There was stricken from the dockso the actions were continued. The
CANINE
AND
WAS
Elsa, the little son of Mr. Marvel,
other warrant charging Chambers et the suit of Edmund D. Butler,
who thought he had better not take
with mayhem in ruining Caldwell's guardian, against Lou Wormstead,
HERE.
any chances, so yesterday the father 13o SOUTH THIRD ST.
-eye, was continued also, but the after some. distributions were made.
PADUCAH. KV
brought here the little one who now
Judge Reed has decided not to do
Pepper woman was fined -25 and
is wearing the madstone and will for
costs for running a disorderly house. anything more this week towards J. R, Marvel Brought His Little
Son, the next few days
The disorderly conduct charge holding court, but is just waiting
urtil next Saturday when the term
Elsa, Here From Marion, Ky.,
cost Eva Scott $10 and cost.
LEGISLATURE EXACTS
Tom Lewis, colored, was fined $10 comes to a close, When he will. put
for Treatment.
on the "finishing touches," sign the
SOME REFORMS
and costs for breach of the peace.
Will Taylor was fined $25 for abus- orders and wind up for this session.
Circuit Clerk Wilson, of Mayfield,
Special Session of the Pennsylvania
ing his wife and then put under $300
It seems that a mad dog scare
Lawmakers Ia Ended.
bond to keep the peace towards her. was in the city yesterday on business.
Judge Reed left yesterday for broke loose in the Marion, Ky., secHarrisburg, Pa., Feb. 19.—The
Until today was postponed the disorderly conduct charge against Wes- Louisville, where he will be gone un- tion, and a number of people were Pennsylvania legislature today coin•
bitten, one of whom is now in the pleted the business for which it was
ley Pendleton an Brownie Hak, til Friday.
City, while another just returned called in extra session and adjourned.
colored.
home Monday. The one now hete All of the reform legislation enumerThe breach of ordinance charge re- TO INVESTIGATE
ated by the governor in his official
sulted in Jesse Clark being fined $5,
TOBACCO
TRTTST is Elsa, the 7-year-old son of
R. Marvel, while Mk. J. C. Henry call was enacted with the exception
while the breach of tbe peace warWashington, D. C., Feb. In.—A went home the first of the week.
of civil service for the state offices.
rant againt E. Grisby was dismissed,
It seems some canine contracted
Among the important bills passed
he being charged with complicity in resolution calling on the secretary
the assault on Sherman Mills Mon- of commerces and labor to investi- the rabies in that vicinity and bit a were those consolidating the cities of
day morning at Fannie Wilson's: gate the causes of the present low number of other dogs that went mad. Pittsburg and Allegheny City into
house of ill-fame on West Court: prices of .leaf tobacco in Tenne,ssee, Mk. J. C. Henry, son*of Rev. Henry, greater Pittsburg; abolishing the fees.
Kentucky and Ohio, with a special of Marion, was in his yard some days of the secretary of the commonstreet.
Jim Doolin got a $20 fine, and reference to ascertaining whether or ago when a small dog attacked him wealth; abolishing the fees of the inLathen Luttrell a one cent fine for, not the low prices have been caused and he was bitten painfully on the surance commissioner; establishing a
fighting each other in the gallery- of by a conspiracy in restraint of trade hand. He came here Sunday and for uniform system of primary ekctions
The Kentucky one night last week in the house by Representative South a few days kept applied to his injury to be held twice a yew, establishing
Trimble of Kentucky. If the reso- the madstone of Mr. Frank Manta, civil Service regulations for the muduring a performance.
Riley Swift was fined $20 for not lution is adopted it will open up the of the boat store. He stopped at the nicipal employes of Philadelphia;
providing properly for his family, and whole question of the operation of New Richniond while in the city, and prescribing the purposes for which
PADUCAH REAL asTials. varraRN KarruarY FARKI fun
then put under $50o bond, which he the tobacco trust in the black patch Monday went back home, the stone candidates and.campaign committees
111011THLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 'WESTERN
may expend money and repealing the
forfeits if he does not furnish the and burley district to a governmental having -helped him greatly.
SZIENITIEXY REALEETATII JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
One of the dogs bitten by the first Philadelphia "ripper" law.
necessaries of life to them.
investigation.

MAO DOG SCARE

Undertakers and Embalmers,

MAIM, [FINGER & co.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, .

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND P.LT.

!EDO R sV. WIIIITTENOILIG. Paducah go

CHINO'S MONEY EXCAVATE STREET

1
,

DOE

LIGHTFOOT

TURNED

IT OVER TO SING YES-

BE

TERDAY

Carpenters Yesterday

Finished

CITY TREASURER
RID

WANTS TO

OF

THE

MONEY.

Re- Has on Hand Hundreds of Dollars

pairs Made Necessary by Fire at
County Jail

That Have Been on Deposit

SPECIAL NexttoWashingDishos
PRICE
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they produce
Unless, of course, you own a

Hot. Water or Steam System .

Many Months,

Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms
Estimates free
Yesterday in the county court
Judge Lightfoot turned over to Pang
Sam Sing $595, which is the balance
due him from the estate of his late
brother, Linn Sing.
This finally
winds up the matter which has been
in the court for nearly one year now
being wound up.

Yesterday City Treasurer John
Dorian expressed himself as believing the legislative boards should
change the manner in which they
b'nd the street railway, telephone or
telegraph companies, plumbers, and
others to put back in proper condition the streets and alleyways excavated by these concerns when they
Deeds Recorded.
Property on Third street has been want to erect poles, lay piping underexchanged for property in block "D" ground, or new tracks. The treasby J. D. Potter to L. D. Potter, urer advocates the bond idea being
4"6,-asid the deed recorded in the county used, instead of the cash, and it was
for this purpose the ordinance comclerk's office yesterday.
mittee was Monc.tay night by the
council
ordered to confer with him
Licensed to Marry.
and see what he desired in the.premG. W. Warren, agen 33, and Ida
ices.
•
E. Nance, aged aq, were granted a
Always in the past the city has had
license to marry, as were Clarence
much trouble with plumbers, the teleGraves, aged 28, and Laura Reitz,
phone and telegraph employes and
aged 23, all of the city.
others who excavated the public
highways, as invariably the men
Jail Repairs.
when they finished their work would
The carpenters yesterday finished not put hack properly the dirt and
repairing the burned place in the gravel, therefore a 'bad place would
county jail, caused by the fire of be left.in the street or alley and the
several weeks ago. New flooring eity put to the expense of thoroughly
had to be put down, the iron beam; repairing it. The plumbers or others
straightened and cage righted, as a would then be asked to remunerate
result of the blaze which was short the municipality for the expense gone
but furioua for the time being. The to to put aright the had place left in
mechanics have been working around the highway through carelessness of
there ever since and now the jailer the plumber, etc. Finally an ordinis rid of them for -good.
ance was adopted, compelling everybody to deposit money with the city
GETS ANOTHER PAPER.
treasurer -before being allowed to dig
up the street or alleyways, this
John Temple Graves Will Continue money to be taken by the city and
to Fight With Printers' Ink.
used to repair the street or alley in
case the private individual or cor:Atlanta,
Ga.,
Feb.
19.—John poration did not put the dirt and
Temple Graves, whose resignation as
gravel back right when they finished
editor of the News was announced
the work. The people depositing this
• yesterday, made preliminary anmoney always put up checks, and the
nouncement today that he will retreasurer has about $50o of this in
enter the afternoon newspaper field
his hands. The streets have all been
with a new daily, to be known as the
put back properly -by the parties do"Evening Georgian." The new paper ing
the excavating, but the city enwill be started, according to Col. gineer
has been so busy he has not
Graves, as soon as the necessary
been able to inspect the work, proplant can be assembled. Be will be
nounce it eplated all right, so the
associated with Frederic L. Seeley, people could
get.their money.
and will be backed by ample capital.
Treastatter Dorian cannot deposit
Col. Gcaves says a press service this
coin in the bank, becatise it does
will be had by leased (wires from not
belong
to the city, but he has to
ur
wales.% ••••
•

20

PIECES

WHITE

FINE

QUALITY

PERSIAN

LAWN,

WORTH 2oc, A BARGAIN AT

15 CENTS
50

LARGE

HEMMED

WHI'lgE
ENDS,

QUILTS,

PRICE

LONG AS THEY LAST

AS

zoo /lingo WHITE SHEETS, HEMAND

Both Phones um.

732 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.

Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Bole

•

$1.00
MED

Ed D.Hannan

SEAMLESS, YOU

CAN'T BEAT THEM FOR THE
PRICE,

50 CENTS
20 RUGS IN VELVETS AND AX-

Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369.

-

Residence Phone 726

visfalmstemizsi&v.s.mvalyzmiA
efok:
500 IMPORTANT
moboa
8668
6(5
It Le poor economy to have
your
our watch rep
by the
CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLASS
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.

tit

MINISTERS, ALL SIZES FROM
6x9 TO' 12it13, MADE OF SHORT
LENGTHS AT 3-4 PRICE OF THE
CARPET.
A NOBY LOT 0 FTAN JACKETS
JUST IN.

PRICES FROM

$5.00 TO $15
Lit, will pay you to examine them.

LAk Ogilvie CZ Co.,
73)113 A A TtS11/.117

NT% wn'I

te

J. L. WOLFF ff
Jeweler '
WVinftlitiFitMlwiffassicsatxm.

L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance

cence to the question .of t municipal cial p ty,
but things were closely
ownership of public utilities. He will, guard
and there was very little do- S. P. POOL.
L. p. STEPHENSON..
be on the ground several months in ing fro the
viewpoint.
advance of the commission of prominent public men, representing the
New Special Agent
National Municipal Ownership (4,*
ganization, promoted by August Bel-, Will vValthrop, of Mayfield, has
rnont and others, interested in the hen appointed by the Illinois Cen- BOTH PHON
ES
203-205 S. THIRD ST.
improvement of conditions in Ameri- tral Rai road company as special NO. no
can cities. Mr. Ingalls is a member agent to succeed Leander Robertson,
PADUCAH, KY.
of the national organization and was who has held this..position for the
appointed one of the special com- past two years. Mc. Robertson was
missioners to investigate conditions a faithful officer and everyone will
Lregret his resignation. His best
abroad.
work was on the Sunday trains out
Of Paduh,Kentucky,
of Cairo.
COTTON BELT CANT MOVE
OFFICES' FROM ITLER, TEL
Capital arid Surplus $1155,000
Low Rate to hiaahville.
On account of the Student Volun'Houston, Tex., Feb. 17.—In a deRather than wait until tomorrow ilarly inclined. Hundreds expressed
cision handed u'own the Supreme teer Movement of Foreign Missions,
ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
night when the .aldermen gather in themselves as thinking it was a.most
.
40: W. ROBERTSON, V. PRES
Court of Texas holdsr that' the St. the Illinois Central Railroad will sell
regular session, Mayor Yeiser yester- piausible proposition on the ground
tickets from Paducah to Nashville
Louis
Southwe
stern
N:
may
W.
not
VAN
remove
CULIN CASHIER.
day got President Oscar B. aarks, that the city people get no direct
its general offices to Texarkana, and and return on February 26th, 27th
Transacts all regular banking business..
of that board, to immediately name benefits of the roads in the county,
Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
and Ath at $4.7e for the round trip,
his committee that is to serve witk while to the reverse the county pco- its shops to Big Sandy, but must
per cent per annum on time certificate
miaintain both at Tyler, because of good. „returning until March Toth.
of
deposit
s
Safety boxes in fire
form the couna aLi
al C:1;0,7 t,::e 0:ty Strt:CtS, thcrc•
ley,
proof
For further particulars apply to
cuntr"actto &o so, the company
ot ? ,
mayor, for ths purpose of looking fore one is paying tot something be
404 rt.) %ire Vero rimy
your owe
' J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
key and no one but yoursets tkas
into the questidn of laying before the does not get, while the countryman having received valuable returns _in
access.
the
way
money
of
and
Paduca
land.
h,
Ky.
state legislature the proposition to is receiving something, which falls
G. C. WARFIELD, T. A:,
The company tried to remove the
adopt laws releasing parties owning on him as no expense.
offices
to
Texark
ana
as
Union Depot.
a
matter
of
property in cities from paying county
On being asked what he thought
taxes. In acquiescing in th..: 1-c:it:cat about Mayor Yeiser's idea, Judge R. economy, having both Texas and
The report being flashed over the
of the mayor so matters could be T. Lightfoot, of the county court, Arkansas headquarters located there.
Kitty league that George Wilkinson,
expedited, the aldermanic president yesterday said it was the most ridicfirst baseman for the Champs, is atdesignated M. others Hank, Palmer ulous idea he had ever heard of, and Illinois Stocked With Many Quail.
4
tempting to become manager of the
Illinois possesses between apo,000
and Miller. The mayor then sum- that if Abraham Lincoln was on
Mattoon team, is absolutely without
moned these gentlemen, together earth he would brand the mayor as and 300,000 game birds, mostly quail.
foundation. Wilk will be found on
with the councilmanic cominit'•e, the "rankest secessionist” living. This is the estimate of State Game
the initial sack for the Alices when
which consists of Van Meter, Bar- Continuing the judge said it was pre- Commissioner J. A. Wheeler, as the
His brother,
nett and Hill. These six commit- posterous to think of separating the result of the unique census now be- the season opens.
teemen met Me mayor at his office, city and county, as that would be ing completed by the various game "Happy Jack" was the applicant re
and after talking over the matter taking the creator away from that it wardens. Last mon% he asked each ferred to,--Vincennes Capital.
they referred the question to the created. In this he said the county warden to prepare an estimate of the
city solicitor with instructions that was here first, much larger .than
number of quail, prairie chickens and
he horoughly look up the law in the city, and that the latter grew into other birds by counties. McLean
In connection with the best Founpremises and make a report this after existence in the county, therefore county reported 4,000, Winnebago's
noon, at another gathering to be 'held was under the protection of the lat- •estimate was 2,000, while the others tain service, Zech Hayes has added
by the committeemen for especial tee.
ranged from t,000 to 4,000.
a fine line of
purpose of bearing his legal report.
The judge is of -the opinion that
The mayor said he understood the the proposition is the most absurd
BIG CROWDS.
constitution of, 18so disclosed an act he ever heard of and that if such a
providing that the county and city thing as this could be done why cit- Mr. Mike Caldwell With Othnrs at
corporations could be divided in this ies could 'withdraw from the state
White House Saturday
taxable respect, and he heartily ad- they are in to avoid paying taxes to
vocated the idea of eeparating the keep up the commonwealth.
Mr. Mike G. Caldwell returned and will continue to keep up the reptwo governments for that purpose.
"If the city sends a delegation up yesterday mornin
g from New York,
He continued that he did cot want to to Frankfort to .lay such a proposi- and
en route back stopped over at utation our fountain has for magnifido anything' except follow the law, tion as that before the state legisla: the
national capitol, where he was cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
but that if •the constitution accords cure," said the judge, "why they will
Saturday, the day of the marriage of
this privilege he certainly advooa.ted be branded as about the biggest set Miss
Alice Roosevelt to Congressin no unmistakable terms taking ad- of fools that are to be found anyan Nicholas Longworth. He revantage of it as it would relieve the where. Why, look ,at it this way; ported
that Washington was agog
citizens of the town from paying the county court house here belongs and
great bustle existed, thoutands
about $yor000 worth of taxes to main to the county, and if city and councongregating around the
White
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
tam n the county government.
t:, government were to be separated House to
catch a glimpse of the bri•
TEL. 756.
One city official yesterday said that the court house would have to be
he thought the question was a good moved as it has to be maintained in
one, if it could be taken advantage some city known as the 'county
ot, but that he believed great trou- seat.'
'e isle ,would be had before successful
"Also in making up the judicial
enactment of laws to this -Sect, as districts for circuit court ahe legisthere was not the slightest doubt in lature designates the circuit shall, inhis mind but what the people of the clude such and such counties, therecounty would fight the bill as strong- fore if the city withdrew from the
ly as it would be advocated by the county the city would have no ,crimq0
people of the city.
inal or civil courts higher than those
q
The assessed valuation of property of the magistrates, because separairside and outside the city equals a tion would also move the county and
little over ten millions of dollars, quarterly tribunals.
and as the tax rate for the county "r think it was about the 'brighti.. about Se cents, this means the city est' move I ever heard of, but
the
pays about $70,600 of the total taxes c4Ut) officials are not worrying
received by the county, as the city
1seads. Everybody I have spok
property is worth eight times as en
'amid it was entirely out of the
much as the rural property.
question, it suggesting a precedence
Another official spoken to on the not existing anywhere the world
matter said that he did not believe over..
anything could be done this session
"Why, the claim that the city does
of the legislature as the general as- not get any benefit from the county
sembly will adjourn within the next roads; the Paducalians are those
enfour weeks and there will not be joying the greatest benefits
as ten
enough time to get any legislation c.ty men travel the roads to
one
through before adjournment time. farmer. Hundreds of city people go
He thought it would result in an up- out through the country daily on
risal over the entire state if the prop business, while not one-tenth sif the
osition is not to be confined to this farmers come in.
County alone.
"There will he strong opposition
As the question is one of import- to the move, you call surely expect.'
"
,.an..e to every person owning . plopHon. John K. Hendrick, one of
erty, it was the theme of discussion the state's greatest lawyers, said yeseyerywhere yesterday. Every coun- terday that from what he understood
tryman coming to town quickly about the question he thought
the
lietrd of it, and they raised the mis- cities had a tine show of being
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED
reBY US
chief, claiming the mayor wanted to leased from county taxation, but that
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
get out of paying county taxes, while he could not tell until he had looked
the balance of the officials were sim- 41 the law thoroughly.

SEPARATION OF COUNTY
AND CITY TAXES
HUM

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
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THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO

County Judge Lightfoot Thinks It Most
Absurd Move He Ever Heard Of.

Subscribe For The Register
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
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come within the confines of the legislative bill.
The council Monday night ordereci President George 0. McBroom
to go to Frankfort and oppose the
bill, and this instruction has to be
confirmed by the aldermen tomorrow evening. It is understood tahat
SAYS IT WOULD GRADUALLY some of the aldermen are opposed to
him going, as the expense will be
BE WORKED UP TO
!toeless, Representative
Head announcing while here that all the other second class cities Wanted the bill,
Representative Head Stated That All therefore it was absurd for just one
I man to ppear on the field and try
the Other Second Class Cities
Ito thwarf the efforts of the others
governed by the same charter as
Wanted Measure Adopted.
regu hates Paducah.

MAYOR FAVORS
POLICE BILL

•

--227-- *

Broadway,

1 W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Buildinig

Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323

• Che Buffet
W.
Gray, proprietor.

WANTS CITY HOME RULE.
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
Meyor Yeiser yesterday said that
Lincoln
, Neb., Feb. qt.—Henry
he strongly advocated the bill now
Wade Rogers, dean of the Yale law!
pending before the state legislature school, deliver
C.
ed the address at the
at Frankfort that all Second class midyear commencement of the Uni-1
dies of this state shall have a police vers4 of Nebraska. The subject of
FINE OLD WINEE, AND wmaatirs.
force of not less than thirty men. his adaress was "Centralization in
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
The mayor thinks it is a good idea Government." He advocated the
fine noonday lunch for as cent:.
and hopes that Representative L. P. principle of home rule for cities and .
Hear' will he successful in getting it depreciated the tendency of state trigislatures to undue interference with
adopted.
local
governments in the managespeakin
in
g of the matter yesterday the mayor said that it .was not ment of their local affairs.
pie intention of the police commissioners to immediately saddle thirty INGALLS,TO srnmy
officers upon the city government,
CIVIL GOVERNMENTS
(Incor perated.)
4 when the bill is adopted, but to grad
*
f ually work up to that number as the
New York, Feb. to.—Chairman M.
Gerieral Cartage Business,
demands necessitated. Continuing E. Ingalls, of the Big Four director- ,, ' 'he said the police commissioners ate, and his family sailed today from Superior Facilities for
Office
were as conservative men as could here to Europe, to remain several
Hand
ling
Freig
ht, Machined,
2nd and Monroe
he found and they intended to let months. Mr. Ingalls intends to dethe force remain aii it has been for vote a considerable part of h's time And Household Goods.
Both 'Phones ii
the mit few yearsAntesis it was ab- to the study of the government of
solutely necessary ‘b fficreas0 it to European cities, with secial refer-

Paduccth Transfer Company

M=Mli•Mmo••••••

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
.)

Incorporated,

Fir st:-Class
Watch Work

BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

J. is Bleich,

224 Broadway,

PADUCAH, KY.

We Offer $50.00 Reward
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the
CHEAPEST, tut the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jeweler
s in Paducah
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with
Credit to those who want it.

20

year case for Sm.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUN
DED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGA

INS.

REPAIRING DEPARTMENT,
....We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our
work
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. sigie make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chimz Chocks. CI pcks called for and delivered
at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset while you w ait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have
no use
for, -giving you full market value for same, which is about the same as
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATC
HES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THERE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY.
Watches cleaned and examined
New Mainspring, best quality
New Case or Hairspring
New Jewels, whole or cover

75c
73e
/se
six

up. Watch Hands
up. Watch Glasses
up. Watch Keys
up.

toe up
110e ap•
Se-

We are the cheapest riff Watch and Jewelry repairing in
Paducah. All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for
Old Gold and
Silver.

A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufactur ing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, tti R
64o BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
Credit to dose who n".d it,.
e..22L

.
RAC, KET

.4sramotommoififfiriff_aro.....
mos, and $2,500 for two boilers; total,
•
$8,000 and not $to,000 as claimed by
tale Sun. In 1898 Superintendent
PUBLISHED BY THE
Davis bought one dynamo for $1,000.
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO., This dynamo was exchanged by Su- WEEKLY GATHERING
(Incorporated)
HELD AT FIRST B
ST
perintendent Wallace in 1899 for anCI-LURCH.
At Register Building, 523 Broadway. Other dynamo, paying Idoo additional
in rash for the new one -Its 49°3 Rev Cheek Feeling Much Better at
JAMES E. WILHELM, President. Superintendent Keebler bought a dyHot Springs—Many Out to
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
Hear Bishop.
$T,65o,
making
total'
flint°
the
for
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
sum expended by the city in it years
Tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
F YOU ARE DISSATISFIED
Entered at the postofFice of Padu- and two months $11,250 less $175 the
-pgmoNd THE MANY NEW AND ATTRACTIVE THINGS IN
In any particular with the class
meeting
Weekly
the
will
be
'held
by
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. price received by the board of public
OUR SPRING LINE THERE IS PERHAPS
of Job Printing.you have been
NOTHING OF
the Women's Christian T
tancs
MORE ESPECIAL INTEREST TO THE LADIES THAN OUR
getting, push the button and our
wornout dynamo makes Union in the lecture i-Uim
works
a
for
'the
representative will appear. New
$5.00
VERY SWELL ASSORTMENT OF EMBROIDERED SHIRT WAIST
One Year
First Baptist church. The la
extype facts and machinery in the
2.50 the net suns of $11,075 during the
PATTERNS.
Six Months
WE
HAVE7JUUST
RECEIVED
THE
PRETTIEST
hands of thoroughly competent
Although the tend a cordial inyasaajosa. to moil in LINE OF THE$WIT HAS EVER BEEN OUR PLEASURE
I.25 time indicated above.
Three Months
TO
sympathy with thwo
workman c.uinot fail to produce
I0 city invested in some second-hand
SHOW, AND THEY RANGE IN PRICE FROM
One Week
the desired effect. Proof of oil
work submitted for your spmachinery, if the plata was now
Feeling Medi •Iletter, *Du
•
provaL
Anyone failing to receive this paper practically
Word from blot .Springs, Ark., is
deprecia'the
worthless
regularly should report the matter to
that
Rev.
S.
John
Cheek
feeling
is,
The Hegister office at once. Tele- tion would be only to per cent, but the benefits of a much neede‘rest
the fact that the plant is still in run- he went there
phone Cumberland 318.
to get after his steenuALBA A VERY DAINTY SU IT PATTERN
EMBROIDERED
ning condition, 'furnishing 165 lights ous work of three months past at the'
THE EYELET WORK AT—.
IN
and still good for a number of years; First Baptist churcla protracted meet
•
together with the fact that a good ing 'which continues. He will- rgnain
part of it was second-hand, shows until some time neat week before
returning Sere to"resume' 'his arduous
beyond dispute that to per cent. de- labors.
Wednesday Marring, Feb. 21, 1906. preciation is entirely too high, and
Home Shortly or Visit.
that 5 per cent. or at the highest,
WE ARE ALSO/SHOWING A VERY ATTRACTIVE LINE OF
Rev. W. -H. Pinkerton continue*
6 per cent. will mote than cover
with his revival at Wilmington, 0., FINE SWISS EMBROIDERIES AND INSERTION FOR SHIRT
depreciation of a plant if new.
and word from there is that great
Partisan politics ife a curse to any
HERE ARE A FEW OF THE PRICES:
The Sun seems to delight in pub- good is being done, many conves- WAISTS.
city, and the good people of Padu- lishing figures that are false and mis- sions effected. and large congregacah are on record
being in favor leading, and when a public newspa- tiotts out. The last of next week or
WIDE SWISS EMBROIDERY FOR SHIRT WAIST FRONTS
th#
following
first
the
he
of
week
of abolishing party.lines. In other
Highest price pod Ix second-bead
per resorts to such methods the pubAT 48c PER YARD. words they want a. straight out and lic might well inquine as. to what is comes here for a brief visit to his
family before going on to Pittsburg.
out administration Of their public af- back of it.
INSERTION TO MATCH AT zsc TO 35c PER YARD.
Pa., to start his meeting there.
fairs.. and care but little as to the
politics of the men in charge. If
Episcopal Meeting.
WIDE SWISS EMBROIDERY IN THE EYELET WORK AT
Buy anything and sell everything.
The pleasant weather seems to
thetti is a newspaper in Paducah
sill-sso Court street. Old phone 13111..
augment the crowds attending the 65c AND 75c PER YARD.
thaa should welcome and encourage
Kalamazoo, Mich., now comes forGrace Episcopal church mission‘ as
such a sentiment it is the republican ward with a report that the 'operat- at each service yesterday Bishop
INSERTION TO MATCH AT z8c TO soc PER YARD.
Sun, but instead of doing so, it man- ing expenses of its lighting plant, Woodcock was heard by large conifested very strong signs of partisan- owned by the city, was $4o per light gregations which were deeply imMoving wagon in cemenction.
SWISS YOKING IN THE EYELET WORK AT olic AND 8z.89
ship immediately after the breaking last year, as against $85 per light pressed and interested in his strong
preaching. Last evening he spoke PER YARD.
of party lines and the election of re- when furnished by a private corporon "Faith," while his afternoon
publicans to the general council. ation. ihe city was., paying too theme of yesterday for the women
OTHER SWISS YOKINGS AT 3gc TO Si go PER YARD.
Through the moving spitit of that much for lights tisoctl# the people svas "The Sin of Worry." After the
NEW GOODS ARE CONSTANTLY COMING IN AND OUR
paper secret caucuses were inaugur- quickly voted to establish a munici- main gathering yesterday he held a
especially
younf
meeting
for
the
• EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
ated for the purpose of controlling pal plant.
BUYER IS STILL IN NEW YORK
FINISHING
UP
SPRING
people, who were there in large numTHROAT.
the minor offices, but by a cheap poOur readers will notice that Kala- brs.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
PURCHASES.
litical trick, one at which the repub- mazoo pay's $3.40 per ton for coal
I
Columbia Building
.....
licans would not have balked to suc- when Paducah only pays $t.15 per
Phone tor-.—Red.
ceed, the democrats outwitted them, teen; as Kalamazoo uses two tons a
but not satisfied the Sun still -insists day the differeftce is $4.50 per day
Mrs. E. L. Whites4des,
BOTTLE BURSTS IN HANDS
on stirring up partisan passions which or $1,642.5o more per year than PaOSTEOPATH
OF ED WHITE.
will result in but one thing and that ducah would have to pay for the
6o334 Broadway.
is drawing party lines in Paducah, same quantity. If Kalamazoo could Earl Bailey Knocked in Face With
• Brick Intended for /two
Phones, old 1431.
and in which event not a single re- obtain coal as cheaply as Paducah
New. 76:.
Fighter.
that one item atone would reduce the
publican could be_elected to office.
The Register warned the democrats cost of operating expenses per light
Mc. Edward White
ai f
two years and one year ago that the at Kalamazoo almost $5 per light, injured yesterday about noon
aged 22 years, died of consumption
C,
people of Paducah wanted less poli- making the cost about $35 per light brewery on Tenth and Monroe at Mayfield,
and was buried yesterOFFICE 120 NORTH FITTIO
streets,
.where
employed
he
in
is
the
Kalamazoo
is a city of 24.0co peotics and more business in our mui bottling, department. At the time day morning. She was the sister of
TELEPHONES
of
nicipal affairs, and that unless the ple, and just the-size,,s
St.
.Paducah, an$'he was filling bottles with beer whe Mks. Csarge Johnson of this city.
soi
Nice age
bas
34o
street
I'deOpal ?sit over double one broke in his left thit
democrats heeded the warning that a
,t4d s
BENTON FIRE,
Bober
clean sweep would be made. The the number in this city. What that badly 'cut it that Dr. Ie
son
stitches
take
had
pany
to
to
city
and
hundreds
of others can do,
democratic leaders laughed at the
Central Hotel and Green's Ware„close us, the.
deep
, gash.
ides, but the people defeated every Paducah can do.
house Reduced to Ashes.
CITY ATTORNEY
democratic candidate for the general
Hit With Brick.
Yesterday
morning
about,
2 n'Hock
Attorney-at-Lawcouncil both years. If the republiEarl, the 16-year-old son of Fire- at Benton fire destroyed the Ceistral '
—DENTIST—
can Sun or any of .the republicans
man Dan Bailey, of the Central Ire hotel which was known as the "StilRum
13 and 14 Columbia Building,
The few -pictures,of Chauncey De• department, is confined at his home, ley House," until
now in office want party lines to be
a
Old Phone Tog.
Mrs. Stilley lsased
Truelart Building.
drawn in the city, it will he drawn. pew the hireling of the`corporate in- 623 South Ninth street, with a bed it to Bishop & Wolf. Besides dehole in his face, caused by a brick stroying the hotel it consumed the
The idea of the people is that pol- terests of the East, drawn liy the hitting
1111.11111.1•1111
him. He was passing the Green Brothens' wagon warehouse
itics should not enter into their local Portland Oregonian is very much. knitting mills, at Eighth and Jones, building, to the
rear.
Thetbotel
was
operation and control of the city's like our idea of certain cheap skates wbr taro negries got _into a fight insured for $8oO and the contents
at
, an 'one threw a brick at the other. $600, while the total loss to hostelry
affairs; nothing but business, with out this way who, when in public
.
and- Green's building is about $3.000.
the best men for the places, enforce- office ca4ned to the corporate inter- It missed the darkcy and struck
Residence.
whoowas closeby, knocking .a Many guests were in the hotel, but
ment of all laws, and the public af- ests so as to land in their employ hole
in his cheek. He was rendered escaped in safety'. The bucket briEighth and Jackson Streets.
fairs administered for the whole peo- when kicked out by the people.
unconscious for a while, but came to gade saved the surrounding . build-.
is,
Pete
the
how
Oregonian
Telephone 270.
sizes•
ple and not for the select few. The
shortly.
miss that were. in momentary dsnger.
Depew:
up
San opposes this idea, and is doing
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
Fell Thirty Feet.
"Chauncey Depew is a typical parall in its power to force the general
e
best
cure for chapped face lips.
Lineman Jack Sykes, ot the Indecouncil to take a partisan stand 'by asite. All his days '1;e has fared
hands.
and
Wintry winds dry
— We
pendent Telephone company, was
declaring certain offices held by dem- sumptuously, on the fruit of other
up
climbing
Mechanicsburg
a
the
pole
in
moisture
natural
.n's industry. but he never 'has
ocrats to be vacant, and to influence nae
yesterday, performing. his overhead
thi.
skin.
Henry's
Aseptic
the general council to abandon oper- done a useful act or originatesba use- wire work, when he caught hold of
Cream is a skin food that supful
idea.
ability
His
soli.
is
.vbat
electric
light wire through which
gn
ation and control of the city's light
plies just the right blood moisture that is needed to make your
plant to a corporation so as to give above mediocrity, his voice and per- was passing 1,tres volts of electrical
current. The insulation. seas wean
chapped skin soft and ),liable.
that concern an absolute monopoly son were pleasing in .their prime and on thq wire and this caused him to
Made of the purest ingredients,
o: the lighting privilages in this city. he had a way of uttering vapid plat-n get a furl stock fr,.in the i,tco volts.
it is neither sticky nor greasy.
nudes
which
were
singularly
adapted
The shock knocked 'him from the
The taxpayers of Paducah should reflect a mornsnt on the course of the to ticicle the ears of rich diners Opole to the ground thirty feet below,
ibut fortunately he was only severely
Sun towards this city; if so they whose wits Were befuddled " with
bruised. It will cause him to lay off
champadsne.
Master
of
all
the'arts' a few days.
itould be convinced, that its chief aim
and puraso•se he to do What it can to of the courtier, he exercised them
Pin;oned by Tree.
deprive the taxpayers of this city of tadth consummate skill upon the
DRUG GIST
Yesterday morning word reached'
the benefits to be acquired through a reigning millionaires in New York
here
that
the afternoon before Mr„
careful business administration of and became the star favorite in their West Pordom, of
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
the Massac seccarnival
of
corruption."
our affairs; free from corporate domtion of the county, got caught under
TELEPHONE 83.
ination and control. Such a paper is
a tree he felled and his leg broken
place's.
Ile
two
was pinioned fear
The statement before the Inter- in
an enemy to the best interests of the
city and the taxpayer who desires to state and Foreign Commerce corn an hour, while there went for help
to extricate him the party ,helping
se" this city prosper, should give that !Mote at Washington Yesterday fell the tree.
paper to understand' that if it is :an that 95 per cent of the whisky conHurt in Sawmill.
solely in the interest of corporations sumed by the public is adulterated
Dr. A. Coble was yesterday called
end partisan republicans that it should convince any man that he is
to Reydel, Ark, by a dispatch anshould look to that element for sup- paying out this hard earned dollars
nouncing the injury to his son I-Jefffor pure "rot-gut."
port.
ry, who is connected with a saw-,
mill there.
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Embroidered Shirt Waists.

I

,

75 cents to $2.98

'Imre

$7.50

PADUCAH'S STUIBBLIN6BLOCK,

KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S. 4th St. Pkoss105811

NOTICE/

StuVes ar2c:

FzUrr2itZarte.

LIGHTS AT KALAMAZOO, MR.

Clem

Frausioli.

Or. Childress

HAND GASHED

PURCELL&THO PSON

407 BROADWAY.
_
1•,

PADUCAH. KY.
NANNING um, N. G.
Office rrin IaMoyers

11.1. Rivers,M. D..
•

Telephone 377.

7. B. harrison,

A. S. DABNEY

CHAUNCEY DEPEW

H• T• Hessig.M.D. Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps

plAN
.ON
BALD WIN
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Exellence....

J. IL Oehlschlaeger

4,'

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Lcader" for the dealer.
#

D. It BALDWIN & CO.

W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
_
_______.

COST OF LIGHTING . .
PUNT MACHINERY
The corporation organ has been
endeavoring ta muddy the waters by
crying out for an explanation of
became o the $1o,000 worth of
wry bo ght ;Then the light
as established. The Register
en furnished the figures of
y bought for the plant from
Iasi It was established up to the
time. n &Jog, the year the
was erec d,42,500 was
paid
or

HOTEL DEAL.

SEVERAL DEATHS.

There has not yet been closed the
negotiations for sale of The Palmer
and The Kentucky to Chicago capitalists, so announced M. Jot L.
Friedman yesterday morning when
he returned from the Windy City,
wheres,ace has been for the past ten
daysion businesd connected with the
deal: He hag been there submitting
to the prospective purchasers ths
proposition of the Paducahans who
now own the properties, but the proposal has not been accepted. One of
the parties of Chicago is expected
here shortly op business connected

Word has reached Paducah that
John D. Mulheron died several days
ago at Brownsville, °Fenn. He is the
well known drug drummer who cam
here for years, and who married lit
spring Miss Edith Baskette cousin o
Thomas Baskette of 2315
Wes
Broadway, this city. s
The body of
Mtary Holtlard
was found in a eistirn atItheir hOffie
six milt4 behind Repokport, Ill., opt
pirysite
on the other side of the
acriver.
ed'. she had
cident
d. Shçwa. 54
years
•

LIC

will be had by leased kwire from not belong to

LT

alea ti f a

ftt

NOW ON

Our Special Book and
. Sheet Music Sale!
Begins Feb. z5th and continues TWO WEEKS
this for it is • GOOD THING.

Better GET' IN on

"Prices cut on AM. BOOKS, BIBLES and DICTIONARIES.
Some
Extraordinary cuts on Popular Musty.

t4

arbo 'a

AN....

EDISON
01
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH

Will bring pleasure it, your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one. Big selection of
records.

Warren & Warren
Jewelers

seri

01,1011-11.

We have\,decided to discontinue the retail sale of Furniture in
Paducah, to devote our entire energies 'to our factory, and will
closeout our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third
a bonafide sale of an immense stock of Furniture AT COST.
gC0toSL.
once. The greatest opportuiiity ever offered Paducah housesold atis
keepers to furnish up. Everyerything.marked in plain figures. Come early and avoid
the rush. Terms of sale Cash.

The firandest Opportunity
I
l
n
ee
sg
t
o
a
i
t
n
Ever Offered!
TWO STORES-114416 and 207-213 SOUTH THIRD ST.

WATERWORKS;
LIGHT PLANT

easy one, and the transition from pri-:
vate monopoly to public ownership,
would be simple.

int rADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

WOULD REVOKE
FRANCHIS

.LPIAGWORTHS LEAVE
FOR PAI.11 BEACH, FLA.
;
Wtashingtcfn, Feb. 20.—Congressman and Mrs. Nicholas Longworth
"Friendship," uhe country home MAYOR URGES STRINGENT AC'eft
HUNDREDS OF NAMES EMIG
R. McLean, where they
Of
TIO31AGAINST PHONE
spent Saturday night and Sunday, at
SECURED TO:
.PETImorning
in
an
auo'clock
this
945
t'OMPANY. •
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SETION.
tomobile for Alexandria, Va., where
CURED FOR $3 oo, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOR
)
they boarded the Southern railway
OUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.
limited for Palm Beach, Fla.
tlitnntareZ
,
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND
EVERY
Mayor Yeiser Ihapzg...cate of
The private car Lysias was at• New Concern Offers Low Rates to
PAIR
IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE
SHOE
Washington,
train
at
tached to the
the
City
of
ChiEnter
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
the Municipaltz Oessling• These
but went empty until it reached
EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
cago.
Alexandria, where Mr. and Mrs.
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE.
Longwath took possession of it.
, I'
BETTER COME IN AND LOOK AT
THEM
TODAY.
YOUR
HEALTH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
.1
DEAD.
STETSON
JOHN
B.
Dunne
oz.—Mayor
Chicago,
Feb.
1k-2the .petiThe parties us'khate:
tions being circulated for municipal End Comes to Millionaire Hatmaker will appear today before the council
committee on gas, oil and electric
ownership state: that, everybody is
at His Florida Home.
lights
to insist on the revocation of
documents,
the
nasziesc
to
signing their‘
the franchise of the Chicago Tele.
and thousands of signatures will be
Deland, Fla., Feb. oo.—John B. phone company. The mayor and Ason the papitio lays time they are preStetson, the millionaire hat manufact sistant Corporation Counsel Hoync
sented to the municipal legislative ever, of Philadelphia, is dead at his
boards for consideration. Those be- winter home in Gillen, near Deland. yesterday were invited to attend the
meeting of she committee and explain
hind the movement feel elated over
Mr. Stetson was sticken with apothe widespread interest taken in the plexy this morning, and notwith- the attitude of the administration toward the telephone company.
the
proposition. and they predi
standing the best medical attention
Mayor Dunne will tell the commitproject will be one of the most over- I
he died withou regaining conscious- tee the franchise of the ompany. was
inaugurated
ever
whelming successes
ness. His wife was he only member forfeited by its failure to conform to tion, reported that the borne is satishere.
of his immediate family present. M.
documents
The
provide 4hat the Stetson had been feeling 'quite well. the ordinance passed by the council factorily conducted.
The speaker announced the appoint
in 1889 regulating rates. He will inkgislative boards shall submit to a
Ile attended the University trusters'
vote of the people of Paducah the meeting Thursday and the ptiesenta- s'..st the council 'has the right to re- ment of Messrs. Zeb Stewart, Mun
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
duce the rates charged by the corn.- Wilson and William Wilt as a comquestion of voting bonds sufficient to
tion day exercises at the Auditorium patsy and to allow it to operate, if at mittee to arrange for the celebration
either buy the old waterworks plant, Friday.
of the
all, only under special licenses, which of Washington's birthday.
or erect a new system and also inWill
Cotiaider Patent SIONSielite BBL
can be renewed urall such a time as
stall machinery sufficient in the city's
Frankfort, Ky., ,• Feb.
20.—The
the company shall secure a new franelectric lighting plant, to supply elec. one shall be granted to other public health committee of the house
c
plaiirsteiesor
tricity for lights used by private inwill meet to consider the patent meddividuals, firm or corporations.
prices ranging from $15 to $100.
icine bill.
It js understood that one city offiBelieves Franchise Invalidated.
cial said he was opposed to considerMayor Dunne and Attorney Howne
ing the petitions when they come be- LADIES AND VETERANS HAVE 'conferred yesterday afternoon on the
for the board, but Mayor Yeiser yesTHAT MUCH TOWARD THE
telephone question. Tile conference
terday said he strongly favored acle A BEAUT. I '(EMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUT
was a long one and after lit, eiaibiei
cording every liberty loving citizen
MONUMENT.
THE PRICES DO I ON RECORD.
MY PRICES ARE:
mayor declared the ccmtentiots
the
the rights justly belonging to them
made by MT Hoyne in his symeoof receiving and 'well considering
sium on the supreme court decision
their petition.
There Was Netted $175 by Lecture were correct. The assistant corporaThe mayor is heartily in favor of
tion counsel says the decision meant
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THE
municipal ownership of the waterof Judge Tyler, Whpultrerd
that the franchise under which the
works and electric light pants pul
FACTORY.
MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAPChicago Telephone company has
Home Yesterday.
thinks the authorities shou 4 _MI a
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DISbeen operating had been invalidated
special election, like they are, to be
PLAY THIS LINE.
by the refusal of the concern to obey
requested in these documents, and
the provisions of the ordinance pass- MIIIIMMININISIMINNIIMIIIMINS1111111111M
Confederate
polls
at
the
The
neucleus
for
the
then let the people say
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
ed in 1889.
whether or not they are in favor of monument fund is gradually growing
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITH
meeting today
committee
the
At
issuing i the bonds for this purpose. 'and. yesterday on checking over their
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
the question of reducing the teleThe municipal ownership proposi- money the Confederate veterans and
phone rates will not be taken up.
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM.
ALL •INFORMATION
tion seems to be a burning and inter- Daughters qf the Confederacy fund
An opinion from the .corporation
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
esting issue of widespread effect, and they had $4/1.7.7o on hand, and this
counsel on the decision of the • suthe parties with the documents state despite the fact that only two entereffect upon the
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY A
everybody in all walks of. life seem tainments have been given and not a preme court and its
discussed.
local
situation
will
be
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR ...:VERY ONE PLAYED AND IF
to heartily approve the proposition as cent asked from any other source.
During the day Mayor Dunne reNOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY,
they realize whil!' Veal benefits' will
Yesterday Dr. D. G. Murrell, the
two applications for informaceived
chairman of the fund committee,
re bound to the public at large.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT
would
OF NEEDLES—
regarding
the
position
he
tion
It is probable the petitions will be checked over with Manager Thomas
company
which
assume
toward
a
new
THE
1713
:
12Y
FINEST
VICTOR'S
AND
OTHER
MAKES,
WHICH I
completed and ready for presentation Roberts, of The Kentucky, and found
franchise.
FURNILH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITS
to the public boards by the middle of that after all expenses were deduct- applied for a telephone
Will Treat All Alike.
ed that Ws was netted from the
March, if not sooner.
ON MY NEEDLES.
lecture given the evening before. "I told the gentlemen who quesMY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE
OPEN
with Hon. Henry Tyler, of Hickman, tioned me 'abdut my position that I
FROM z P. M. T,0 9 P. M.
Ky., as the speaker of toe evening. would deal with all companies alike
This money was put in with that And treat with tOem upon the same
realized several weeks ago when the basis," said the mayor. "I insist,
minstrels were given at the play- however, that any franchise that is
OF LOUISVILLE FAVORS THAT house under the supervision of the granted must cover Ile whole city."
One of the applications for a new
veterans and datigfliters.
CITY OWNING PUBLIC
Yesterday Judge Tyler went to telephone franchise was made to the
Memphis, but before departing ex- mayor by W. A. Paulsek president
UTILITIES.
pressed himself as appreciating the of the,,Wapaul Electric company. In
cordial and warm greeting accorded a letfer to the mayor Mr. Paulsen
dammosmosisos
him, and offered his services willing- offers a flat rate of $75 a year for
After Acquiring Centro! of Water ly at any other period. to help the unlimited service and a flat rate of
For Vaults, Mentunents and G eneral Cemetery Work Use
$50 a year for residences, speeial
monument workers.
Works He Wants City to ConThe next entertainment outlined measured service for apartment build
trol Lighting and Heating
for the benefit of the fund is the isigs anti hliteie, to prim' cent compens
bazaar to be given after Easter by ation to the city and a granting to
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Privileges.
the Children of the Confederacy, and the city of the right of purchasing
BE
WISE
AND
GET
A
purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSGOOD
Building
at
its
company
the
property
of
the
the little ones intend making their
URE AND THEN RETAINS I1S WHITENESS; does not beaffair as successful as those directed actual apprised value at the end of CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRESFIRSTLouisville, Ky., Feb. 2c. What by the olilcr heads, as they are lirid- twenty yealts. He also declared the ENT ONES PUT IN
come dark and discolored.
WE DO THE
may be the entering wedge for mu ings themselves in the interest they company*Ould allow the mayor and CLASS ORDER.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
REPAIR
nicipal ownership of the heating and also take in the monument' question, two men'svihom he shOuld 'name io FINEST KINDS OF
WORK
ON
ALL
KINDS
OF
directors.
Mr.
lighting privileges in Louisville is the which is an idea holding a warm serve on the board of
project for the city to build and con- spot in the hearts of all Paducahans. Paulsen stated his company had un- CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
trol the gondirits through which the
the judge was called to Memphis limited capital.
SOLE AGENT. 'flop TRIMBLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
MODERATE.
WE CARRY A
corporations are to run their wires. by a telegram he received while here
COMPLETE
LINE
OF
BEAUTIMayor Paul Batth favors munici- froth Captain John W. Morton, who
FUL JEWELRY.
pal ownership. Lie .is, as- is well was chief of'the artillery corps undsr
known, heartily in favor of the water General Forrest. The dispatch an(Continued twin First Page.)
works being controlled and operated nounced that in Little Rock, Ark.,
Sold at
by the city, and was asked last night, there had died Captain Dashiell, who
was
adjutanit
Gray's Buffet,
,general
under
General
wound up and their assets sold,. It
"What do you think of the proposiForrest.
•
His.
Palmer
House Bar,
body
was
yesterday
lies
over.
tion of municipal cot
4tbesheatshipped to Memphis, where it will be
Ex-Senator E. H. Taylor, of
428 Broadway. L. A. Lagomarwino,
ing and lighting franAlie?'
In reply he stated without hesita- buried, and Mr. Tyler went down to Frankfort, was paid a high cornpliPHONE 772-A
tion: "I believe in municipal owner- be present at the funeral services. ment by the senate today. -He enCaptain Dashiell is well remember- tered the chamber,and ascended the
ship of these as soon as the people
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
can manage them. The operatloh of ed litre by all the old soldiers, tither rostrum to speak to the lieutenant- DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
or personally.
governor, Thorne. As soon as the
the water works is going to give us by reputation
•
130 NORTH FIFTH STREET
senators saw him, applause burst
some experience, and will prove a
MURDER
THE
CHARGE.
fourth spontaneously. He bowed
Both Plumes 355
great test of Louisville's capabilities
OFFICES: Beaton. Ky., rear bank Not a drink, but a seasonable prephis appreciation, but the senators
Office hours 8 to ro a. m, it to 3
in -this direction.",:From thik it is to
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky., aration especially adapted for cough*
Registered
Against
Officials
of
be inferred that if the water works
West- would, not be denied and kept ap- p. rn and 7 to 9
pern Mineral Federation.
plauding until he arose and made a
edea is successfuls the 'mayor will faand colds accompanied by fever as in
Room us Fraternity Building.
speech. He said he- had rather be a
vor eking over the other public utilNew Phone 114,
Old Phone 303. La Gripp, etc.
Denver, Col., Feb. 20.—Late to- Kentuckian than to be King Edward.
ities.
Very Palatable.
Senator Allen's bill appropriating E. H. PURYEAR,
The gas company's charter expires night Charles H. Moyer, president of
six years hence, and should the new the Western Federation of Miners, $so,000 for a tuberculosis sanitarium
50e
and 911. Bottles.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW, Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates.
system prove what those who favor and Charles D. Hayward, secretary, came up as a special older, but was
goon,. 5 and 6 Register Building
WatIT and Oil Colors,
it 'deitire, it is practically certain were arrested on the tharge•of com- referred to the committee on approMottos and Calanders
that the adminiiraion will be forced plicity in the •murder of the late priations to report by Wednesday. 323 I-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Framed right up to date in fit* minNew Phone 490.
by,. public opinion o take the han- Governor Steunenfield, of Idaho. The
SPECIALTIES:
utes time a: Zhe
Confederate Home O. K.
g:hue into the city's hands. Since arrest was ma* at the request of
DRUG STORIES.
and an officer ts— here
The house committee on charitable
Abstracting of. Titles
he gift company controls the light asithorities,
T
_
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Lend ler

Lydon,

309 Broadway,

Paducah, Ky.
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Victor

$447 IN FUND

Talking Machines

The Victor for $22.00

LaThompson
ailor

7-inch, 35c

10-inch, 60c

12-inch, $1.00

FULL LINE OF SPRING
GOODS ON DISPLAY...

Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.

IlMt FIRS

MAYOR BARTH

The Victor Talking Machine Man,

DON GILBERTO

606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson PADUCAH, KY,

GREEN RIVER STONE

John S.Porteous MarbleAranite & Stone Works

REVENUE BILL.

J. L WANNER,
Jeweler

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
LAWYERS.
BACON'S

014

presid..nt of the Brill company,
who, it is r_ported, will be the 'head
of the new corporation.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Special ma/curer:in Rates.
On February 20th, lock, the Illinois
Central Railroad company, will sell
tickets at extremely low home seekers' excursion rates from Padiucah to
various points in 'Mississippi, Louisiana, Mexico, Kansas, Missiouri, Indian Territory Teas, Nebraska,
North and South Dakota and to
other territory in the West and
South, tickets good for 21 days to
return, and for .stop-overs on the going trip.

colors were employed in the process:
It is made on a fine, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,
TO'
DISMISSED.
CASES
it possesses an uncommon interest to
Wift414•14110106114/41114101110111114041/1$01$
every American, as the central figure
Decision TI at Licenses of Insurance
in it is George Washington, standing
The noblest Roman of thiem all,
Comp-nies Had Expired.
at the portal of his Virginia home,
Bob Fitzsimmons, was defeated by
via
bidding adieu to he bride and bridgeMr. Jack 01Brien at Colma, CaliforWashington, Feb. 20.—The Su- nia, the night of Dec. 2oer. Now
groom. The color work is highly orCairo fans are determined to make preme court of the United States to- the fight pictures that wee taken
nate and correct in every detail, as
-favoiably known day dismise.d the case of the state that night are
Paducah, vlii, ii
are the character representations,
to be seen at The
in the league as the "Cigar Signs," of Kentucky vs. the Mlutual Security Kentucky Thursday, Feb. 22, matinee
costumes, etc.
and
smoke.,—Cairo Bulletin. No the In- Life Insurarce company of Bingham- and night. As the engagement is
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
dians will •buen you fellows to death. ton, N. Y., and the Travelers' In- for one night only it is suffice to say
oldest and best semi-weekly family
One-Way Colonists,
surance company of Connecticut, in- that the house should be
paper in the country, and Farm Progbig one.
One the same date, one-way sec- ress, which is also published by The
minor volving the Kentucky state law in- The fatal thirteenth round is a model
The national board of
leagues met during the afternoon. validating business licenses granted of perfection. in the art of moving ond class tickets will be sold at re- Republic, is the fastest-growing farm
Limited"—Leaving LouisNo business outside of routine mat- to foreign insurance companies which pictures. The films are considered duced rates to similar territory, and monthly in America.
Remember, "Florida
to
ville
a. tn. daily connects at
at
8
Montana,
remove
suits
courts
Federal
Utah,
to
Washington
and
will
board
transacted.
The
that
you
get both of these splendid
ter was
the best that were ever taken of a
brought agai ist them in the state fistic battle. The full thirteen rounds Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los journals an entire year, and the beau- Danville, Ky., with solid iraor of
meet again tomorrow.
vestibuled
and
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to tiful big colored picture, all for only Pullman sleepers
courts. The decision was based on are given.
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
licenses have
one dollar.
Although the players who are to the ground that the
For further information apply to, Present subscribers may take ad- arriving- at Jacksonville at 8:so a.
now expired, thus rendering the ,,Aheatrical
managers throughout
tryout for positions on the Vincennes
opini6n1
J. T. DONOVAN,
euestions.
cases
The
moot
vantage of this offer, by sending a m. and St. 'Augustine to a. m. next
the country are complaining of the
Kitty team this season are to report
Dining car
Paducah,
Agent,
Ky.
Peckwas
Justice
town
handed
by
dollar
and having their time marked day, without change.
scarcity of vaudeville headliners. It
earlier and several practice games
route.
en
meals
serves
‘11
G.
ham.
C.
WARFIELD,
up
a
year. The Republic hereby
Is very difficult to secure good attrae
will be played with the local players
"Florida Speciar—Leaving LouisT. A., Union Depot.
gives notice that this offer may be
tions in this line of entertainment.
taking sides, the local baseball seaville
7:45 p. m.. carries observation
withdrawn
at
any
Wise, 'and- those
The big hippodromes throughout the
son will hot be really opened until
sleeper daily except Sunday, LouisMardi Gras At New Orleans.
who
picture
wish
the
should
send
in
country
created
a
have
demand for
Saturday, April 21st.
For the above occasion, the Illinois subscriptions at once.
ville to St. Augustine, without
this class of amusement, and manCentral Railroad company will sell
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta.
express
by
Remit
postoffice
or
agers
have
been
forced
to
draw upon tickets from Paducah to New Or'Pat IfcAndrews, a former Cairo
money order, registered letter or arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p.
the resources of Europe for their
Kitten, later of Hlopkinsville and BOZEMAN
leans and return at $15.65 for the bank draft. Do not send personal m. and St. Augustine .at ro p. m.,
ESTATE
CLAIMS specialties.
Princeton, has practically closed neround-trip, tickets to be sold Feb- checks. Write names and addresses next day. From Denville this is
Varro, Wentworth and Varro, acgotiations with the Keokuk team of
PRUDENTIAL WILL NOT
ruary 21st., to 26th., inclusive, and plainly, and address,
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
robatic trick performers, have been
the Iowa league, to assume the regood returning until March 3rd.. with SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT, composite car, observation car. etc.
engaged by this company. They per
PAY.
sponsibility of manager of the team
privilege of extention until March
Dining car serves all meals en route.
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
form all manner of acrobatic gyrafor the corning season. Pat's home
17th., by depositing ticket and upon
Via the ."Land of the Sky"—Pulltions, the act being done is pantois in Trowbridge near Neoga and hethe payment of so mints additional. •
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
TOUR
EUROPE
FREE.
mine,
without
words,
swiftly,
noise.has played often in Mattoon.
Dr. Hessig sued for $so Claimed
For further information apply to,
p. m. daily, running through to
lessly. The perforanance is an arJ. T. DONOVAN,
The Courier-Journag to Take Nine- Knoxville, where connection is made
tistic one being elaborately staged
Due For Meal Used At
Louis Kuhart is the name of the
Agent, Paducah, Ky.
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
teen Young Women Abroad As
and touched over with sufficient comlatest ball player to place his name
G. C. WARFIED,
to Jacksonville, via Asheville. CoIts Onsets.
edy to relieve the more serious situon a Danville contract. Kuhart lives
T. A.. Union D-pot.
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
ations.. Indeed there is considerable
The Courier-Journal is conducting
is St. Louis. 'He played ball in the
Jacksonville at 9 a. ra.
comedy
in
this
act,
the
make-up
of
a
popularity
contest
that eclipses anyTexas league last year and ranked
Law Rate to Louisville.
Today in the circuit court the J. each performer being that of a clown.
On account of the meeting of the thing of the kind ever promoted in
among the top-notchers. Miana,•.r C. Bozeman estate will file suit
This organization has secured sevBriefly, the Courier- LWorusr Tourist Tickets
department of Superintendence-Na- they section.
Wortham secured Kuhares signature against The Prudential Life Insureral strong specialties for its Olio. tional
Education Association at Lou- Journal proposes to take on a seven Good returning until May 31st, are
yesterday. The new player is said to ance company for $1,000 claimed due
In addition to others, the Tuscano
isville, the Illinois Central Railroad weeks' tour abroad nineteen young now on sale at low rates.
be a good base runner and a clever upon the life of the deceased, who brothers,
Doman axe manipulators. company
will sell tickets February women from Kentucky and Southern
quick artist.
carried a polies, in that concern be- have been signed for the season and
24th,
25th
and 26th from Paducah at Indiana, al) expenses paid, from the
•
fore his death several months ago. will make their first American apVariable Tours
$6.95
for
the round trip, good re- day the party leaves Louisville, July
Among the amendments to a num- The company refuses to pay the pearance with the Donnelly & Hatfa, until it returns to "The Old Kenturning until March 4th.
ber oi rules reported by the joint amount on the ground that it loaned field magnificent minstrels.
Going via Asheville and "Land at
For further information apply to tucky Home," August an. To give
rules oornmittee was one of rule 47 Bozeman money with which to pay
At The Kentucky on Friday night
Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
the
all
a
chance
the
Courier-Journal
has
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
to make it read:
his premium, with the understanding of this week.
and returning via Atlanta and ChatLouisville
divided
and
Kentucky
and
Paducah,
Ky.
"A bunt is legally a batted ball nut that he was to pay interest on the
Southern Indiana ink eighteen dis- tanooga or vice versa.
G. C. WARFIELD, T. A.,
swung at but met with the bat and loan, but that he did not do so, and
For the "Land of the Sky," "Wintricts, and the most pc!pular young
Union
Depot
tapped slowly within the infield by this invalidated' the policy.
Henwoman from each district is to be the ter Hornet," rather handsomely ilthe batsman. If the attempt to bunt drick, Miller & Marble are bringing
one to make the tour. The nine- lustrated booklets, folders, rates. etc.,
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
results in foul not legally caught a the -nit for the estate.
teenth
young woman is to be selected address any agent of the Southern
strike may be called by the umpii,‘."
COLORED PICTURE FREE in another
way. Readers of the Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
The change merely defines the bunt
Hessig Sued Again.
Courier-Journal are to select the P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
WAS
THE
WATER
IN
THE
Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen
more particularly than heretofore.
Lee D. Potter, former sheriff, yesguests for the paper, by ballot. It is A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
terday filed an attachment suit in the
WELL OF MRS. S. A.
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
estimated that the trip alone will Einearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Dope has it 11:.1: Paducah and Vin- magisterial court of Justice Charles
cost the Courier-Journal about $ts.- Route, Cincinnati, 0.
PERKINS
cennes will be as 'equally matched Emery, against Dr. H. T. Hessig for
Every person who sends one dol- 000 to say nothing of incidental and
this season as last. Both teams have to claimed due for meal plaintiff
lar to pay for a year's subscription to other necessary expnses. There may
a number of last season's players sold defendant for use at Flessisrs
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St. be a young woman from this section
and both will be stronger this coining distillery in Mechanicsburg. Plain- Water Thought to Contain Poison Louis, Mo., and Farm Progress, will who is a candidate for this ,tour.
season. Cairo and the others will tiff got out papers and levied on Hesreceive, absolutely free, a beautiful Write the Courier-Journal. Louisville,
and an Analysis Will Be
have to do some tall hustling to get sig's buggy and harness that he left
colored picture. 24 by 32 inches in Kys for a list of candidates and full
Chief 'James Collins,
better teams than the Indians and in charge •
dimensions, entitled "The Departure details of the tour.
Made.
the Champions. With Perdue and who bought the doctor's horse before
of the Bride from the Home of
Wikitley in form the champions will the latter left last evening for ChiWashington." This picture is a
Puryear, of Abstract Co..kno• or
have to get but one other equally as cago. Deputy Sheriff Clark Fortson
The Illinois Central maintains douA startling discovery has been direct reproduction from the cele- can discover all that is knowab:a or
good twirler to be in the running at attached the vehicle and harness last made at
ble
daily service, and operates the
Sixteen
painting
Ferris.
brated
by
yoJr
discoverable
about
title.
the home of Mrs. S. A.
all stages of the season.—Vincennes evening at the chief's home.
best of trains, with Dining Cars, BufPerkins, of the Helfer Mill section
Capital.
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
neat- Lows, in Graves county. When
Petition in Bankruptcy.
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
she drew a bucket of water from her
Walter M. Wilkins, the former well it had a
Louis,
Cincinnati and Louisville
On that date the first exhibition
peculiar odor and apread for reaching the Winter Tourof the season will be played on the bicycle. dealer, yesterday filed a peti- pearance, and fearing • that it conist resorts of the South, including
local diamond. This game will .be tion in bankruptcy before Clerk John tained some poisonous substance she
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
between the Champs and the Terre R. Puryear, of the federal court. He declined to taste it and procured a
gave $5.40 liabilities and no assets, jug of the
Gulfport,
Miss., Hammond, La.
Haute team of the 'Central league.
water
and
took
it
to MayMardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
President Gosnell stated last even- except those which he claims exemp- field Monday morning and turned it
27, 'o6.
Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
ing that he had accepted the terms of tions.
°vet' to Chief of Police C. If. Mccoast
resort having the new, fine
the Terre Haute manager for two
Nutt who will have Dr. II. H. Hunt
Biederman Cases.
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
games at this point, April zist and
the city physician, make a chemical
ocean steamship 'ridings from New
22nd, and that he had so notified
Last evening Mr. Jake Biederman examination of the liquid to ascerTHE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
Orleans for Mexico, Central AmeriTerre }Tante.
As the proposition and his attorney. Lawyer J. S. Ross. tain if poison had been put in the
ca, Panama, West Indies and Eurore.
came from Terre Haute, Mr. Gosnell left for Mayfield, where today comes well. Many persons who "took a EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE. FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
Send or call/ for descriptive matter
s confident that the twy games are up the first of the 58 warrants charg- whiff" readily detected the odor of
is regard to the above.
ood as booked.—Vincennes Corn- ing Mr. Biederman with violating the turpentine but another pecul:ar smell A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
'.icIriai.
local option laws of that city by with which they were unacquainted. FOR 'THE srAm. 81.7:41 OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN Ft.'
Havana Via New Orleans.
Mrs. Perkins left her home Sunshipping in there whiskey consignHavana, Cuba, is best reached via
The cognomens of the Kitty league mints for different parties. These day afternoon about 5 o'clock and RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS Allst SELLING AT 6 CENTS r
the Illinois Central through service
teams are already applied: Mattoon- actions • were set for the first of this returned about 9, accompanied by
POLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY iyac PER SINGLE ROLL
t3 New Orleans and the new ocean
Danville week before Judge Bunk Gardner in Miss Goode, of that neighborhood,
Charleston
"Hyphens,"
liner,
twin-screw, nineteen knot
and
conbe
made
to
this
had
but
there,
eralirt
the
discovery
when they OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
"Grape Crickens," Jacksonville "Asylums." Cairo "Tadpoles," Paducah tinued over until today, because all drew water from the well. Miss
S. S. Prince Arthur
"Cigar Signs," Vincennes "Alices."— the court's time was taken up Mon- Goode tasted of the water and says DESIGNS ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, lot, isc, see
leaving New Orleans every Wednesttaf
it
had such a peculiar burning efMattoon Star.—Do not be too rapid day and Tuesday hearing the..
day at coo p. m. and arriving at
AND UP TO boo PER SINGLE ROLL. ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
about cognomens for there will be warrants against George H. Good- fect that she did not swallow it. A
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
many changes after the season starts. man of here. Six more of the Good- large quantity .of water was drawn TO SbiT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRAINN
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
man actions wee tried yesterday, and from the well but it all contained
Daily Sleeping Car without change
President Gossnell, whose duty it hc was fined $60 each in four of them the sanre smell and had a feinty milk DESIGNS IN CORNICE
AND—EVERY CONSIEVkAfti_u
Chicago to hot Springs, with conist color.
is to appoint the.scorers and empires and acquitte;:; of the other two.
nections fif 111••mples fro.n Cincinnati
Mrs. Perkins was asked if she OR AND LOVELY A-FFRING2D BORDERS TO MATCH.
Laayer Samuel Crossland repreALL
for the Kitty League this season,
dnd Louisville.
stated last evening that he did not in- sents Goodman, and yesterday tried could advance any ,theory that would COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS .0'd
tend to be in any hurry about mak- to swear Jtidge Gardner off the lead to the cause of any drug being
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
ing the appointments. Ile said that bench, but the latter would Sot thrown into the well and she said JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE- south to New Orleans. The best
while he realized that the presidents vacate. Mr. Crossland then called she could not and had not the slightvia Nashville, Chattanooga and AtSIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE'
ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE lanta.
of other leagues were .appointing the Gardner a "scoundrel" and the judge est idea or the faintest suspicion.
men, that he had a good 'reason for had him put out of the courtroom
Mexico, California.
OF BEADING8, ROOM *MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINnot making his appointments until hot finally permitted him. to come
MAJOR SAUNDERS.
Special Tours of Mexico and CaliDOW SHADES, CANVAS. TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
after tWe schedule fur the season had bath.
fornia via the Illinois Central and
been adapted. He said that he had
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Yesterday Justice Charles Emery
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Chicago Fridays, Feb. and and Feb.
are more especial' intercster in all and Deputy Sheriffs Gus Rogers,
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
Major George Saunders, the former OrIVR YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
over the circuit.
Clark Fortson and Hume Ogilvie relast to include a stop-over.at New
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by
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sions to California. Excursion cars
three accident insurance companies
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 20.—The
through to Los Angeles and San
.long-rumored merger of the leading Found in St. Louis County Near the and will get $t,soo from hne, $1,000,
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another,
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via Omaha and the Scenic
Route evJ. G. Brill company, the local con- seven of them solid gold and eleven friends call on him.
ery Wednesday from
cern, said today an announcement of gold-capped, has been found by
Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning
the result of the last fortnight's con- Fredrick Schroeder in underbrush on TERRE HAUTE'S BLUE
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ference between the leading street his farm in St. Louis county, near the
agents at
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Terre Haute, Ind., Feb. 20—Three
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he capitalized at $56,000,000 and will sentenced to hang.
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Onciuwatf.
F.' W. Harlow, D. P. A
include the J. G. Brill company of
Barrington said: "The finding of sentiment, those who hoped for
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ville.
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She Couldn't Understand.
He was describing the game.
"I thouskt I had a clear field," he
said, "when suddenly he tacked me."
"What do you mean by that?" she
asked.
"Why, in this case he caught me
around the waist with both arum and
I couldn't make him let go."
A
"But why," she inquired, with a
.gP fligt, "why under those circumstanoell,
did you want to make him let go?"
Then she 'added, after a pause: "You
men are queer creatures."-Judge.
Their Little Scheme.
Orville Tuffun-How did youse guys
manage ter raise all dat disturbance
widout gIttin' pinched?
Muggsy-Dat was a cinch. W'enever
we seen a cop comin' de gang would
give a college yell. Den de cop would
Vink we was students, an' go away.Cleveland Leader.
Put Them All to Sleep.
First Comedian-Did you score a hit
with your new specialty?
Second Comedian-Did I? Why, the
• audience gazed with open-mouthed
wonder before I was half through.
First Comedian-Wonderfull
It is
seldom that an entire audience yawns
at once.

..r

The Groom's Smack.
"Oh, yes, George always comes
home at the lunch hour," said the
young bride to some of her girl
friends.
"Doesn't have time to eat much, I
suppose?" said one of the girls.
"Oh, no, he only takes a smack and
runs," said the innocent bride.
And then they all laughed.-Yonlo
era Statesman.

So Consistent.
Mrs. Sububbs-I was cleaning onr
silver on Sunday when Mrs. Straitlace
called on her way home from church.
Fortunately, though, she didn't find
it out.
Mrs. Naybor-She's very strict about
the Sabbath, isn't she?
Mrs. Sububbe-Yes. She apologized
for calling upon me on that day, but
she thought she just ought to tell me
that scandalous story about Mrs. OldHer View of Him.
day.
-Philadelphia Press.
Nupop-Tom Browne is a fine, manly
young fellow, isn't he?
Prom the French.
Mrs Nupop-I certainly can't agree
Dramatist-It's the first performwith you. When he first saw our dear ance of
my play to-night; I feel so
little baby he was just as cold and in- jolly nervous
.
lifferent asDramatic Adapter-Do you? I never
Nupop-Of course. If he viere wom- feel nervous about
mine.
en!)
, he would have gushed.-PhiladelDramatist--Ah, but you have an adphia Press.
vantage over me.
Dramatic Adapter-What's that?
Mr, Night Owl.
vehy, all your plays
That he's given to sin
have been M, before.
There can't be a doubt.
For he never turns in
Till its time to turn out.

-Town Topic..

OOLDZM OPPORTUNITY.

The Value of Streech.
"Why don't you cultivate the art of
oratory?"
'My friend,' answered Senator Sorghum, "oratory soothes the gallery to
slumber and reads well in the newspa.
pers, but the kind of talk that counts
is that which you pour into a matt%
ear with your hand grasping his coat
lapel."-Washington Star.

No Doubt of That. Towne-But, do you really believe
the average woman's reading of the
daily papers is productive of any
Profit?
Browne-Certainly; to the merchants who advertise bargain sales.Philadelphia Press.

Off with the Old,
you marry me?"
Temporarily Silenced.
"This Is so sudden. You must give
"Why -did you insist on sending that
me time."
young man to congress?"
"To consider"
"Got tired of his speech-makia'," an.
"SR). To break off my other en'
swered Farmer Corn toseel "We thought
we'd put him where the speaker would gagements.'*-Cleveland Leader.
keep him quiet for•few years."-Wash
Extinct.
ington Star.
"People no longer use the term
'your obedient servant,'" remarked Mr.
Good Time for Will.
Oldstyle.
Patience- Will proposed last night.
"No," responded Mr. Housekeep;
ratrice--I expected as much.
"there's no such ,thing these dept."'
'
r Why so?"
"There was a bargain sale in engage- Chicago Sun.
went rings advertised yesterday."Proof Positive.
Yonkers Stateman
"I am sure now that George loves
me."
It Depends.
"How did pan find out?"
"Do you think a man can afford to
"He watched me sharpen a pencil
marry on $1,000 a year?"
and didn't laugh once."-Cleveland
, "Well, of course, a good deal must Leader.
,depend on the girl's ability to support
him in the style to which he has beef.
Finer French.
accustomed."--Cbleago Record-Herald
The American Tourist-I suppose I
speak broken French, eh, Henri?
Ambition.
The Waiter-Not eggsactly, hteleur.
Now. Mill is nit ambition:
You hat a word deescribes it bettalreIllnay it. frank and blunt—
let me see-ah, yes-it is pulverised.A nice long row of figures
Puck.
With • dollar mark in front.

.t

—Washington Star.

•SIMPLE SOLUTION.

Bound to Get There.
Calley-Well, good luck to ye in yet
new job. 'Tis nervy of ye to try it, but
suppose ge don't achieve luccess?
Crumbly-nix, if I don't I'll boy to
succeed widout it.-Philadelphia Press.

An Expensive Speech.
He-Your new hat is charming, but
fancy it doesn't go well with that dress.
She (enchanted)-011, you dear old
hubby, RO you really mean to buy me a
dress as welit-Tit-Bits.
A..
"How fresh the air is here in the
Complete.
w- country! In the city it's intolerable!"
"What are your qualifications for
"Yes sir; I've often wondered why an office boy?"
they don't build the big cities out In
"Well, air, I can do anything from
the country, where there's better air filling inkstands to attending direcand more room!"-Lustige Blaetter tors' meetings."-Life.

Which?
She-Here's a Yoke about a woman
trying to sharpen a lead pencil.
I
can't see any point to it!
He-Nobody can. That's what the
foke says.--Yonkers Statesman.
At Tuxedo,
LIttle Boston Girl-Are you a cot'Tel?
LAItle Ifarlem Boy-No; I'm a fiat-

L

"Ingots Don't Wear 'Rm.
"You ca/led me angel once."
"Yes; but that was before I saw
iany bills for sour bormeta. or parais.".4.41.110uston Post

If you want y,,ur clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. / have
the nicest line ci samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.

So Do We All.
"There are some disadvantages in
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
being a millionaire."
-For instance?"
—LAWYER—
"Well, millionaires are continually
getting letters threatening them with
all sorts of awful fates unless they Will praetice in all courts 4 Km.
immediately pay the -writers large
SUMS of mon3y."

Makes Things Rise.

"That's nothing. I get just such
"A sleeping powder makes you go te letters
every
month."-Cleveland
sleep,'
Said Jones. "but is there any 'waking pow- Leader.

EXCURSION

der?"
Pleasantries,
re." said Mrs. Jones. "If you woul4
He Didn't Start It.
He (six weeks after the honey- "Oh,rise.
The Beak-Defendant asserts that St. Louis and Tenneesee River Packmoon)-I suppose you think you were There's nothing does the thing like bakyou provoked the assault by throwing et company-the cheapest and best
a fool when you stood up and married
ing powder."
a doubt upon his veracity.
—Cleveland Leader.
excursion out 'Jf Paducah.
me?
The Prosecutor-Tain't true, sir, it
She-Well, I was the next thing to a
was'imwot done the throwing "You're
PERHAPS NOT.
fool!
•
bloomin' liar," was all I see, sir, and
He-That's true, or I wouldn't have
with that he ups with a big lump ce
been there.-Yonkers Statesman.
brick and chucks it slap at my 'ead.
Suitt Halt Way.
Expected of Him.
"You will understand," said the edi
"Mr. Henpeck laughs uproarously at
toe of the new setnihumorous publicahis wife's jokes, and I can't for the
tion. "that we don't wish our writers
life
of me see any point to them. "
to be either too funny or too serious.
It is a trip of pleasure. comfort
"Why, I can see why he laughs every
We just wish a happy medium."
and rest; good service, g
time."
table,
"I understand," chuckled the bufgocd rooms, etc. Boats
"You can?"
,e each
foon scribe; "you want them to be halt
"Yes; he laughs because he Is Mrs.
witty."-Chicago Daily News.
Wednesday and Saturday
Henpeck's husband."-Houston Post.
5 p.
For other information apply to
Her Aim.
Jas
A Good Excuse.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
"We can get you the divorce quickly
Sweet
Little
Innocen
t
-Do you think Brown, agent.
and without notoriety."
It wrong for a woman to wear feath"But I don't want it that way; I
ers?
want to have to put up a fight for it
Spooner-That depends.
and get It after 'a protracted scuffle
Sweet
!Attie Innocent-What on?
through the newspapers."
Spooner-On the woman. Now you,
"Oh, you're going on the stage, eh!"
for Instance, are a little duck; so you phones aso at residenc. Office hours
-Houston Post.
of course con wear them.
7 to 9 a, En.; x to 3 p.
7 to g p. m.
His Fatal Error.
Consolation
"Yon say Rev. Mr. Newman was a
"I
fear I shall not be able to attract
Miggs-No, Miss Grace, I assure you
TRUEHEART
BUILDING.
failure at your church?"
much atteetion," said the new conhave neve,
. Indulged.in flirtation.
"Yes; he made the mistake of at
Miss Grace-Oh, perhaps you never gressman.
Both phone 018 at the office. both
tempting to bring the congregation
"Don't worry," answered Senator
Into harmony with his ideas, instead received any encouragement.
a.
Sorghum, "in this era of accusations
of bringing his ideas into harmony
and investigations it is sometimes a
Stronger.
with the congregation."-Philadelphia
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
Teacher-Johnny, for what is Switz- luxury not to be noticed."-WashingPress.
erland famous?
ton Star.
(Homeopathist.)
Scholar-Why-m'm-Swiss cheese.
A Difference.
Also
Teacher
Reforme
a
-Oh,
r.
somethi
ng
grander
,
"She is excee4ingly well read," said
"Dey're sendln. a lot o' grafters to Office. 3o6 Broadway-Phone zeta
more impressive, more tremendous.
the admiring young woman.
Scholar - Limburger?
Residence, $te Broadway.
Cleveland jail," remarked Meandering Mike.
"Indeed?" rejoined Miss Cayenne.
"I'm glad of it," answered Plodding
"Yes. She reads all the new books Leader.
Phone rag.
Pete. "If dis high-class patronage
as fast as they are published."
keeps comm n' in maybe de wardens will
Not His Custom.
"That means she is abundantly read,
The Old Timer was handing out ad- wake up an improve de accommodabut not well read."-Washington Star.
J. C. Flournoy
Cecil Row
vice.
tions.'-Washineoll Star.
"Never marry a widow," said he.
Must Be Humiliating.
OfCourse.
"I never do," said the cheerful chap
Bessie-It's quite a come down for
"Which la the most theatrical
from St. Louis. "That is, seldom or
him.
state?" inquired the idiotic citizen.
never."-Chicago Sun.
Tessie-What do Inn mean?
"Give it up."
Bessie-When he is at home he be
Rooms so, ir and in, Columbia Bldg.
"Texas."
Incorrigible.
longs to the upper ten, but here at col
"Why so"
Mater-And what did that dreadful
legs he is on the second eleven.-Town
PADUGAII. KY,
boy say when you threatened to cut
"Ain't it the lone star?"-Chicago
Topics.
him off with a shilling?
Sun.
Pater-Oh, the young blackguard
Odd, Indeed.
One Explanation.
asked me if I couldn't make it 18,pence,
"He's an odd fish."
"Did you ever notice that you eel•
cash down!
"Is, eh?"
dom find a woman who stutters when
"He is, for a fact. I don't suppoto
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, rm
she talker
Necessity.
that fellow ever botight a share 01
Not-Id-Why did you have your tele"That's so. I wonder why?"
worthless mining stock in his life."Hort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
phone changed from a direct wire to a
"I suppose they haven't got time."
Chicago /Journal.
party line?
--Cleveland Leader.
Residence roar Clay, Old Phone 15
911
Tom-My
Could Stand Pat.
wife complained
she
Looking for Trouble.
"I can't understand why they milted couldn't hear a thing the neighbor.
She-Where will we stop for dinner
said.-Life.
Henry VIII. 'Bluff King Hal.' "
dear, it we go out in the automobile1
"Well/ why not?"
He-Oh, we had better take our din
A Head-Of! Collision.
mytn with six queens doesn't
Mike-So Cassidy was killed in • ner alone. and we'll eat wherever we
need to bluff."-Cleveland Leader.
railroad wreck-was it a head-on col- happen to • • in-Yonkers Statesman.
Architect and Superintendent
lision?
The Line.
Corrected.
aoi Fraternity Building.
Pat-No, begobs-his head was off
Mary had a little waist _ --Gebhart-I suppose be is breathless Old Phone
Where waists were meant to grow,
491 Red; New Phone ea.
when they found him, 01 belave!—
ly awaiting the possible outcome oi
And everywhere the fashions went
Life.
Her waist was sure to go.
that will-contest?
—N. Y. Sun.
Kentucky.
Carsone-More likely breathlessly Paducah,7
N.
/ Help for It.
awaitin
g
the
possible
income.
'-Judg0
.
The
Clergym
an-Do you mean to
A PRECAUTION.
say that your wife goes to church
J. K. HENDRICK.
J. G. MILLEN
His Last Words.
every Sunday without you?
WAR3LE.
girl
A
in
automobi
an
le
"Well, It isn't my fault. I can't perRan down an old man with a 'guile;
suade her to stay at home."-Life.
When they picked up the pieces

FLOURN Y & REED
LAWYERS

Dr. B. T. Hall

0. D. Schmidt

He said: "Excuse mleces,

Went Fast.
You don't know how funny I file."
—Houston Post.
Customer-Look here, this bicycle 1
bought here only three weeks ago ha.
DJ POSITION TO BE OVERLOOKED
all gone to pieces.
Dealer-Yes, sir. You remember I
•
warranted it to go fast-Tit-Bits.

Usually.
"What is the difference between repartee and Insult"
"If the other fellow is smaller than
you are, it is repartee; if he is larger
It is insult."-Houston Post.

Her First Attempt.
"A good woman can make a vere liftable angel of a man."
"My wife came near making one of
✓ me with her first batch of biscuits."-.
Houston Post.

Paducah
Steam Dye Works

Dr. B. B. Griffith

The Artist-Father, I have just sold
that paintir.g for $3,000.
The Father-Fine! Now you'll be
able to quit painting and go Into some
kind of business.-Philadelphia BulleUn.

Hitting Back.
Housemaid-I'm vain' to leave you.
mum. I'm goin' to work for Mrs. Monk,
an' would you give me a good reference.
• mum?
Mistress-To work for Mrs. Monk?
Certainly, I'll give you a glowing reference. I bate that woman.--Cassell's.

Yes, So It Will.
"John, you said before we were xi:tarried that you'd give up anything for
me."
"Yes-s, 1 blieve I did."
"Then give me some money for a
bonnet."
"But a bonnet is not you."
"No; but it will become me."-Houston Post.

The Silent One Heard From.
"And yoc say you did not give this
Interview which appears in to-day's
paper to my reporter?" asked the
newspaper man.
"That Is precisely what I say," replied the Indignant caller.
"Why, my reporter said he called at
your office and talked for four hours
with somebody."
"Oh, that was my silent partner."Yonkers Statesman.

$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.

Heavy Bombardment
"Was your wife angry when you got
home so late last nightI'
"Angry? Why, my boy, the dear
woman pelted me with flowers!"
"But how did you get that black eye?"
"Well, you see, she neglected to take
the Sowers out of the pots before she
threw them."-Cleveland Leader.

Wanted Something Easy.
Business Man-What do you want?
Applicant-I came to inquire if you
were In want of an assistant.
Business Man-Very sorry. I do all
the work myself.
Applicant-AM That would just suit
me -Tit Bits.

Turned About
Redd-How your iriend Shipton has
changed! He used to be so communicative, you know.
Greene-Isn't he yet?
"No; why he draws himself right
into his shell, now, when you're trying
to question him."
"He's turned turtle, has he?"Yonkers Statesman.

What's in a Name?
Eugenie-You must Join our Social
History club.
Anne-Why, what do you do?
Eugenie-Play bridge for lovely
prizes.-Town Topics.

Not Dangerous.
Room; for Doubt
; Yeast-Here are some verses my 12"How do you know she makes splen
year-old boy wrote.
..CrImsonbeak-Oh, I wouldn't worry did biscuits?"
"She boasts of 'em."
Over that. He'll very likely outgrow
"Yes; hut her husband doesn't.It!-Yonkers Statesman.
Houston Post.
A Relief,
Stewdeue- I hear that you had a
Educated.
trough voyage coming over.
"You say her daughters are highly
Miss Hifil-Oh, ftightfully so! It educated?"
was such a relief to set foot once more
"They have been taught to say
his
on vice versa!-Judge.
is so sudden' in every modern language.'*-Judge.
During the Spanking.
The Parent-Tommy, this hurts me
Be Had.
more than ,it does you.
"Did you ever do anything philanThe Child-No it don't, neither! thropic?"
You've got # glove on, durn it sill"Sure. I done the 01' geezer dat runs
Cleveland Leader.
de aid society outen de price of aa
overcoat."
So Different.
She---Can you understand the parrot
Mr Had.
next door to us?
Knicker-Rave you ever been at
the
He-Oh, yes; it never talks with Its telephone in a
storm?
mouth filled with hairpins -Yonkers
Bocker-Um-yes. Mr wits 000s.
Statesman.
airmails calla ma

LAWYERS
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Building, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts bf the
state. Both phones 3r-

Dr. Sidney Smith

Difference in Time and Place.
Chicagoan-You remember that last
quickstep you composed?
Philanelphia Composer-Perfectly.
"They're using it in Chicago for a
Don't
funeral march."-Life.

Jigson-I just joined the
Worry club.
Higson-Why?
Jigson-Going to be married next
week.-Chicago Sun.

Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.

DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust

Co., 936 Broadway.
"That's rather a long nose you've
got, isn't it? Have you never noticed
it!"
Purely a Question of Advertising.
"Yes; but I generally manage to
Ferdy Stagedoor-W-will you-awoverlook It"
marry me, Miss Footlights?
- Dolly Footlights-Oh, this is so sud
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
Dead Ego.
den; but you may speak to my advance
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE,
Yeast-Did you ever try to dye
agent.-Town Topes.
eggs?
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
Army Talk.
Crimsonbeak-No, I never did; but
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU"Have you heard how Capt. Jinks I've tried 'em after they were dead.
disgraced himself?"
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
Yonkers Statesman.
"No. What'd he de?"
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
An Evidence of Disregard.
"Went and married a civilian, that's
HEALTH.
FECT
"He
seems to be very fond of muswhat."-'Chicago Sun.
ic," said an auditor.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
Scattered Some.
"He isn't," answered Miss Cayenne, STORE
S.
"Was he calm and collected when "or he wouldn't try to sing."-Wash
the boiler explosion occurred?"
ington Star.
"Well, he was calm, all right, but
He Knew.
they never did get him collected."Teacher-How many eggs are there
Cleveland Leader.
In a dozen?
BROOKHILL
BUILDING.
Orocer'n Boy-Five good ones, five
Absolute.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
'Who is 'The Autocrat of the Break. fair cues and two bad ones.-Cleveland
fast Table?'"
Leader.
"Our hired girl."-Cletteland Leader.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Chronic with Him.
A Cipher.
Attorney for the Defenee-Have you
.Attorne)-at-Law,
"Is Vanderpuil one of he
ever been cross-e-.amined before?
"Yes; one Of Its
4
The Witness-Have I? FM a mar
h p,„,:r1L"emor
Room No.
Columbi

Lemon Chill Tonic

DR. R. E. HEARNE
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POLL TAXES

IRTIMED
ITCHING ECZEMA

WING to the
Cnuc
advance in
ENTER- SOME TALK OF RELEASING
price by the MRS. E. G. BOONE
EVERYBODY FROM PAYMISS HOLLAND
manufacturers of TAINS FOR
ING IT.
TOMORROW.
Huyler's Candy, it
will be sold here- Colonial Cot:Ilion Be Given Tomor- City Authorities Do Not Think
Property Owners Shouhd Pay If
row Aft :noon by Dancing
after for
Class ,Pupils.

STRICTLY
CASH.

M'PHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
W.dx

thy

Fab. -2, 1506.

LOCAL NEWS
—The Confederate veterans last
evening held a special meeting at the
City Hall and checked gver their
business, incurred by the lecture , of
Judge .Tyler Mlsoclay. ajghi at the
Kentucky.
They are More than
pleased with the tina1ciaI enccess.
—Rev. R. W."Mies at the Rescue
Mission, has one 12 year tnti one, O
year oldc-oftiltlitrfr he "wants to
raise.
of
*Minirgslriliks"rreity‘
1036 TriteibibTtreet, have a new girl
.
baby.,_

[NOTES

Others Don't

One of the leading officials of the
city yesterday stated that ha doubted
not but what there may he brought
uu at some time in the near future
the question of dispensing with poll
taxes here in the city, and not compel people to pay that tax. In speaking
of that this gentlevaan said that
Cotillion
Colonial
Tomorrow Afternoon a colonial there are thousands of people who
cotillion will q • given by the younger never pay poll tax, because they do
-)r Mahler's dancing not own any property, but they get
pupils of Pr(
of Washington's the same benefits from the city declass, in
rived by people who do own property
birthday.
and can be made pay their polls be'.
cave they have personalty or realty
Washington's Birthday.
The anniversary of -Washington's that' can be sued on and forte paybirthday is tomorr ,w but no especial ment.
Attleb6dy that own* Aproperty or
social function will be given in celebration of the day by the Daughters personalty on which they have to
of the American Revolution. The pay city taxes have to pay the $x.5o
public schools dismiss this afternoon, poll tax which is included on their
and release the scholars until Friday other tax account. Their propert
out of compliment to the birth of the can be levied on if they do not pay
the poll, while there are several
Fattier of his country.
thousand people who should pay a
poll tax every pear, but as they have
Charity.Tea.
. From 3 until 5 o'clock tomorrow nothing out of which to make the
:...ernoon the ladies of 'the Charity sum by legal enforcement they conrub will entertain with a charity tea tinue from year to year upon the
:.t The Palmer parlors, at which time "delinquent list" and nothing is gotluncheon will be served and contri- ten out of them.
City Anditor Kirkland yesterday
butions made to the charity fund.
said there was much money the city
was prevented from collecting each
Magazine Club.
Mrs. Saunders A. Fowler tomor- year just because of this, and that he
row afternoon has the Magazine club understood some officials had spoken
to meet with her at their ,home favorably to releasing everbody from
"Edgewoodr beyond the West End. polls, because it did not look right
The magazines to be reported on are for one to get out of it but still enGertrude Atherton, Scribner, Cen- joy the benefits of the city that is
Booklover, maintained by the property owners,
tury
Cosmopolitan,
who also have to pay a poll. He said
Everybody's and Literary Digest.
the state laws did not make it comWed This Afternoon.
pulsory for a city to charge poll tax
At 3:30 o'clock this afternoon there but that it was optionary with the
will be married at St. Frances de legislative authorities.
Sales parsonage, Miss Laura Agnes
Reitz and Mr. Clarence Carson
Graves, Rev Father Jansen performing the ceremony.
Tomorrow afternoon at s o'clock
Mrs. Eli G. Boone, of South Sixth,
will entertain at luncheon, complimentary to..her
Miss Nell Hotland, who hai invited twelve young
lady friends.

fisclimidtt, traveling
Mr. Fe
auditor f
'Ptenclerstin Brewery
coplaV:is here on business.
Wetiry Grace is in the city
tSh ..Lensis, where he is now
Ineated.
Mrs. J. Victor Voris and child yesterday.went to Dallas, Texas, for a
several weeks visit to relatives.
'Mks. ,Frank Murray and child today leave for Fresno,. Cal., to join
Mr. Murray, who is now located
Crescendo Club ifacital.
Miss Edna Eades entertains Frithere.
Mr. W. J. Asplan arrived here yes- day evening at her home on Jeffer- OUTLINE OF MONTH'S STUDterdy from'Jackscin,. Tenn., where he son, near Ninth street, complimenIES
BE
DISTRIBUTED
is engaged in the whiskey 'business. tary to the Crescendo club. It is an
Hie was formerly agent here for the invitation affair.
AMONGST TEACHERS.
romme1....•
Southern Express company.
Mr. Alf Bolling is here from LouisRenowned Singer Coming.
The Matinee Musicale club ladies
ville. (He is .the fire insurance adare congratulating themselves on se- Supt. Lieb Next Monday Goes to
juster.
Mr. Edwagd Vaughan leaves to- curing Das-id Biapham's appearance
Loui;ville to Attend Gathering
day for a drumming trip through here for March tath,-at which time
Southof Superintendents.
Texas and Arkansas for his liquor he will reachi this city on his
ern tour. Hie is one of the most
firm.
Mir. R. A. Abernathy and wife, of celebrated vocalists of the present
Jackson, Tenn., have arrived here to age and many will greet him.
This morning there will be distrib•
live.
•
uted amongst the teachers of the
Lawyer. A. L. Harper went yesterFor Visitors.
public schools, the Progratisine dor
day to Russellville, Ky., on business.
Mrs. Ws J. Hills, Miss Susie Weth- the public schools,
the ptogrirrente
Mrs. F. E. Morris goes to New erald and Miss Blanche Hills, of for the next scholastic mot*h's studOrleans today to visit.
North Ninth, will entertain at cards ies by every pupil of the city.
Dr. J. R. Coleman yesterday west Friday afternoon, complimentary to
At their monthly literary meeting
to I,ouisvAlle.
Mrs. Irvin McArthur, of Lapeer, the teachers select the programme,
of
Mrs. Claude Baker and child yes- l'sfach.. Mrs. John W. Turner,
showing the studies their scholars are
terday went to their home in Green- Memphis. Tenn., and Miss Leone to pursue for the ensuing scholastic
that
while
ville, Ky,, pfter visiting Mrs. Wil- Kessell, of PonraiesirMich.,
month, which in this inttance omitliam WIrighi of North Ninth.
evening a riception will be given at mences next Monday.
After de.
compliment
of
out
Mrs. J. T. Quarles has gone to Ell the Hills home
signating
their
studies
they
get Supt.
Pasco, Texas, to join hej husband, to the same visitors who are guests Lieb to make a copy of the proresidence.
who then goes to California.
of that
gramme upon his mimeograph ma-friss Agnes Glass and Mr. LeRoy
chine for each teacher. He completed
eloped
James of,, Rosebud, Ill.,
that yesterday and will send them to
through ,here Monday for Paris,
the teachers this morning so they
Tenn., vrherb:' they married. They
can be followed commencing next
passed' through yesterday en route
Monday.
back home. They were 17 years
each.
SPRINGLIKE YESTERVERY
Gees to Louisville.
Lloyd Metzger has returned
NIGHT.
Monday
LAST
Next
Supt. Lieb will go
DAY
AND
,Hot Springs, Ark.
frOmn sojOurning at'
to Louisville to remain until March
Miss Etta Rozier and Mr. H. E.
2nd, attending the three-day's gathBerry, wept to Metropolis yesterday
"and were married. The bride is Inlicatior.s for Today are Clear and ering of the National Association of
Public School Superintendents, of
Phillip Rozice's daughter, while the
Colder—Thaw Makes Illinois
'which he is a member. 'It convenes
groom
of the towboat Russell
the 27th andl adjourns March tat.
Lord.
Roads Impassible.
The gathering will be participated
•
in by superintendents from all over
• For Sale.
the country, and during the 'session
L000 loads of dry heating and cook
Yesterday and last night resembled the', superintendents exchange experstove wood $1.23 per two-horse load
being unusually iences and outline what they think
dittivered promptly, Tel. 442. E. E. spring greatly, it
this time of the year, best for future advancement of the
pleasant
out
for
Veil Sons. 1330 South Third street
while a brisk, refreshing breeze was respettive schools in their charge.
blowing spasmodically and continued
until early this worning. It begins
Better get in on the special sale of
to look as if tfie backbone of the books, Bibles and sheet music now
slightly cold spell is about broken as going on at Harbour's book departthe predictions for today are clear ment.
and colder, with no iddications for
When you buy rubber goods.
a fresh appearance of bitter elements.
Rain fell for a few moments very
hard about 8:30 o'clock last night,
Our Pure Gum
but the clouds disappeared quickly 1
and the fall came to a close

PROGRAM

NICE WEATHER

M.

LOOK AHEAD........

Seamless Fountain
Bad Roads.
Captain Robert Owen, t4 the ferSyringes
ryboat Bettie Owen, yesterday stated

Cost a little more at. first but are that it was pretty dull now in their
line because the farmers over in Illithe cheapest in the end. They are nois cannot get down to the landings well witii their teams. The big
soft and pl:able and strong and spell of bad and freezing weather is
HAVE NO SEAM TO COME UN- now being followed ,with a warm
season, which is melting things and
GLUED?
thereby leaving the public roads very
muddy and in nearly an impassable
condition at some points. This state
of affairs holds- the farmers back
until dry weeher comes when business from that section will pick tip
INCORPORATED.
and become pretty lively, as the ferryboat
is loaded with people from
Druggists,
Fifth and B'way.
over there coming here every trip
Both Phones rye.
diving the favorable weather.

R. W. WALKER & CO.

;It'd sisiatalitreets, where gathers both
lodges now 'flourishing there.
There sis plenty of room here for
a third lodge, as Ingleside now has
236 members and Miangeltni lodge 222
affiliates. -.Sorne conveniently located
Cairo-15.6, falling.
hall on the South Side will be chosen
Chattanooga-4.4, falling.
for the new lodge.
Cincinnati-10.3, rising,
The Od ,Fellows of this city are
Evansville-7.5, standing.
now makinlg their arrangements for
Flortvice-2.8, standing.
the Interstate Association of their,
'Johnsonville-4.o falling.
order, which gathers here April 26th 4.
Louisville-4.2, standing.
for its annual session, the last of
Mk. Carmel-5o, standing.
which was held at Marion, Ill., while
Nashville-8.9, standing.
the preceding year it was at CarbonPittsburg—yr.% standing.
dale, Ill:
Davis Island 'Dam-4.2, standing.
The lodges compoFing this otganSt. Louis---49.7, rising.
ization are those in West:rn KenMt. Vernon-7.3, standing.
tucky, Southern Illinois and Son;11.
Paducah-8.4, falling.
eastern Missouri, and arrangements
.Burnside-2.3 falling.
are for a grand affair, many entertain
Carthage-2.3, jailing.
Therm gets away for the Tennessee ing
features -being prepared.
The two local orders have selected
river at 5 o'clock this afternoon, the
steamer Clyde. She does not come!many committees that are now mak-,
back from that stream until next ling arrangements for the interstate •
• meet.
.htlone:ay night.
Late tomorrow evening the steamer Kentucky will come out of the
Tennessee river. She lays here until
five o'clock Saturday afternoon before getting out on her return to that
stream.
FOR RENT—Three rooms for Vt.
The Dick Fowler skips out for
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock and and two furnished rooms complete
for light housekeeping for $13. Apply
comes back tonight about It.
The John S. Hopkins went to 1346 Broadway.
Evansville yesterday and wil return
here tomorrow, while today's boat FOR RENT—Nine room modern
dwelling at tot South Fourth street.
for that trade is re jot Fowler.
The Buttorff will come in today Apply to 412 Clark.
from Clarksville and get out insmed
iately for Nashville.
FOR RENT—One room for office
The Stacker Lee gets to Mt-mphis or rooming over Coulson's. Steam
today and leaves there tomorrow heat mid bath. Apply to I. D. Wilafternoon on her return this way for cox.
Cincinnati. She reaches here Sunon her way up.
e Peters Lee reaches Cincinnati
tonight and leaves there tomorrow
st
'Telephone $ek
afternoon, bound this way for Memphis. Sunday she Fete to the local
harbor en route down.
The towboat Lyda left yesterday
for the Cumberland. She goes up
aftsitA ties 'for the Holcomb-Loeb
comparty.
THE
The Mary hfiicheal went to Mt.
Pleasant, on the Mississippi river,
yesterday after logs.

THE RIVERS

Suffbred Tremendous Itching Over
Whole Body—Scratched Until
BM—Worse at Night, With
Soreness and Excruciating Pains
—A Western Lady's

WONDERFUL CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
'Last year at this time I suffered
with a tremendous itching on my
back, which grew worse and worse, until it spread over the whole body, and
only my face and hands were free.
For four months or so I suffered the
torments of the damned, and I had to
scratch, scratch, scratch, until I bled.
At night when I went to bed things
got worse, and I had at times to get
up and watch my body all over, until
I wisa as sore as could be, and until I
suffered excruciating pains. I did not
know what it was, and resorted to a
number of blood purifiers, using at
times also Cuticurs Soap. They told
me then that I wm suffering from
eesema. Than I made up my mind
that I veal also use CutieureXkintment sad'Online& Resolvent. I used
ehe
and ve
.
amordieltoinfLulior
ned until wel741 now I am
ready to recommend theCutieure Remedies to any one who suffers as did your
obedient servant. Mrs. Mary Metzger.
Sweetwater, Okla., June 28, 1906."

TORTURING, OISEINIII

FINE TR.AINS

POPULAR WANTS,.

r

Humors. Eczensas. and Itcbangs
Cared by Caticura
Theaonisiag itching and Musing
of the skin, as im eczema; the . tful
scaling, as in peerimis; the
and crusting ol scalp, as
head—all demand a remedy
•
superhuman virtues to
.
tape with them. That Cutieteh
Otatmcet, and Pills are such
proven beyond all doubt.
Ye weld. Oumbees
NMI
Ma (la tom al
weak lbs.,
may b•
fte
Ski. paI vial
Drs.ealai•No.

'I& KENTUCKY

Fri. Night,Feb. 33

PARAPHZRNALIA.

NreiOre Ireamargo."
184
;7
1111187

NOT YETPASSED

Mr. Ingram

Expecting

Response

from Lilly at Any Time.

Donnelly
CR. Hatfield

MAGNIFICUTIONSTRELS 1
Direction of AL G. Field.

THE SCENIC SPECTACLE
Mr. George M. Ingram, captain of
The Evolution of Minstrelsy.
MARSHAL M'NUTT HAS NOT the degree teem for the Red Men's
COME THROUGH WITH
todge has written to the regalia
THE FAMOUS TOLKDOS
NECESSARY PAPERS.
hou# of IV. C. Lilly, of Columbus,
TUSCAN() BROTHERS
gib* regarding there being sent' to
Mdfirrrt the paraphernalia of the
CRAWFORD & FITIN1N10,
Patrolman James Clark Is Able to local lodge of this order to have the
HARRY C. BRUNE.
outfit overhauled. Mr. Ingram yesHobble on Crutches Arreued
terday ~minced that as yet he had
His Yard.
THE DARICTOWN CIRCUS.
nor received any restion‘e from tlinse
•.e
people, therefore did not know what
Superb Panorama of Events ,
'Isfirshal Charles McNutt of May- would be done towards shipping the "WHILE OLD GLORY WAVES."
field, has not yet passed through regalia to- them to put into proper
here en route back to Murphysboro. shape. .It was badly damaged dut- The Beet of all that is Good and
Ill., after the young fellow Howard ing the fire that several weeks ago
Nothing too good for our patrons.
who is wanted down in Ballard coun- visited the first and second floors of
room
the
lodge
building
that
has
the
ty on the charge of criminally asPr1ces--05, 55. 5o, 75 and 111r.00.
saulting a woman. The accused was on the third floor.
Seats on sale Tueader at 9•. m.
arrested last week at Carbondale,
Ill., .and taken to Murphysboro by
Miarshal McNutt to be held until requisition papers could arrive, he ordering them immediately km his reTELEPHONE WI.
turn home.

THE KENTUCKY
NEW LODGE
ODD FELLOWS

MATINEE AND NIGHT.
Drunkenness Charged.
J. F. Fraim,'white, was. at-sated
yesterday by Officer Moore Churkh- ONE TO BE ORGANIZED FOR
hill on the charge of being drunk.
THE
SOUTH
SIDE
' .The only chance to see the Chia%
Staving Fight Pictures, for the
•
SHORTLY
Out In Yard.
World's
Championship
Patrolman James Clark is able to
•
BETWEEN
be out in the yard at his home on preparation, Being
Made for die In.
Clements street in Mechanicsburg,
but not yet strong enough to venterstate Association Meeting
ture far away from home.
It will
Here During April.,
AND
be-two months next Sunday since he
got shOt at Eleventh and Broadway,
and it will also be several weeks
before he can resume his place on the
This city will have a net/ Odd Felforce. He is on crutches.
Taken. Round by Round.
lows: lodge within the -.Inlet few
monthsweteps to that end having
been tiken a few weeks ago and are
EXTRA
Sett to Good Ronie,
about completed. The new subordBelle Sands, a 14-year-old girl was inate body is for the
HERRERA AND CORBETT
benefit of the
yesterday morning sent tcr`the Home members living in
the Jersey and Fibe rounds of hard fighting. See the
of Good, Shepherd at Louisville, Mechanicsburg
sections of the city.
knockout in fifth.
by Chief James Collins of the police Mr. 0 T. Anderson is
at the head
forte. Hom Louis P. Road was en of the movement, and shortly the
Prices—Matinee, children
met
route back to Frankfort at the time, new order will be gotten up
fully Adults 20C.
Night prices: 25c, 35ov41
and the girl went up under his care and instituted.
and soc
to the home.
A large number of members resid:
in that portion of the city, and as
Seats on sale Tuesday at g a. m.
The Jim Duffy got alityesyrdar things are at present they
have to
for the ;Tennessee river
come from one to two miles down
There got out for the Te
soles INto the city to get to attend the
Fine lettuce for vale; tonder, crisp
river yesterday aftei ties, the wboat 104ge
meetings in the Fraternity and cheap. Dak Grove gretnhousa
Henrietta.
hultding on Broadway beween Fifth Porteous Bros.

Thursday, Feb. 22

Bob Fitzsimmons]
Jack O'Brien

441

ipp
13C
BUSHE
LuT12cBusHEL
TRIIWT It A
LACO
rEiteleci West Kentucky Coal Co.
4

PROMPT DELIVE4tY

BOTH PHONES 254

s'

Incorporated

